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I. INTRODUGTION

Franchise compliance is a multifaceted and variable experience in the U.S. ln most
states, a franchisor may not have to comply with any franchise disclosure law at all by virtue of
an exemption under the FTC Franchíse Rule (the "FTC Rule"). lf not exempt, the franchisor
must prepare a Franchise Disclosure Document ("FDD") but need not file it with any government
agency.

ln 14 states, however, the compliance burden increases. Four of those states - lndiana,
Michigan, South Dakota and Wisconsin - add only a minimal filing and a fee. The other ten
states - California, Hawaii, lllinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New York, North Dakota, Rhode
lsland, Virginia and Washington - up the ante. And several of those states put a franchisor
through a virtual gauntlet before they will allow franchise offers in the state.

This paper is intended to give guidance to franchisors on various strategies, techniques
and best practices relating to four major aspects of franchise compliance: initial registration;
registration renewal; amendments and obtaining exemptions. The authors do not pretend to
have all of the answers but are representative of the various constituencies involved in the
franchise compliance processes described above. ln addition, while the authors attempted to
prepare an integrated paper, there are considerable variations in points-of-view expressed in

this paper. However, all share the desire to streamline and rationalize the compliance process
for the benefit of franchisors while taking into account the need to protect prospective investors.

II. ORIGINAL APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION

Applications for franchise registration differ widely among the registration states in what
is required to be filed as well as the level of review the application is given. Four states, lndiana,
Michigan, South Dakota and Wisconsin only require that the FDD be filed and it is effective
upon receipt by the regulatory authority. The remainder of the registration states require the
filing of various documents including the franchise disclosure document and a filing fee. ln

these states, the regulators have the authority to conduct whatever level of review they choose.
Since the focus of this paper is to provide franchisor counsel the information it needs to expedite
successful registration, this section will focus on the initial application process for franchisors,
with an emphasis on expediting registration in the State of lllinois which is well known for
conducting "thorough" reviews of the entire application. ln addition, this Section also provides
some of the "Hot Button" issues for regulators in all of the states.

Under the lllinois Franchise Disclosure Act (the "lllinois Franchise Act"), sales to lllinois
residents or for franchises to be located in lllinois where the offer of the franchise is made or
accepted in lllinois must be registered prior to the offer of the franchise. Prior to registration, the
franchisor must limit its contact with prospective franchisees to taking their contact information.
The lllinois Attorney General's Franchise Bureau (the "Bureau") is the state's regulatory
authority. The Bureau maintains approximately 1200 registrations per year and received over
350 original applications for registration in 2010.

Once filed, the Bureau has 21 calendar days to review and act upon the application. lf
no action has been taken within the 21 day period, the application is automatically registered.
However, it should not be assumed that because franchisor counsel has not received any
response to the application within the 21 day period that it is registered. Counsel should contact
the Bureau to determine the status to avoid the offer and sale of unregistered franchises which
would put the franchisor in violation of the Act. Once reviewed, the application may be denied
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by administrative order, registered subject to certain revisions or, if the application is in complete
compliance, it will be registered with no additional revisions required.

All of the review states require the 2008 NASM Guidelines (the "Guidelines")
application documents be filed. Although these forms have been required with each franchise
application filed since July 1, 2008, many franchisors are still filing the forms which were
required under the UFOC Guidelines. The documents are fairly self-explanatory in the manner
in which they are to be completed, but the NASAA Guidelines includes directions, These
documents should not be included in the franchise disclosure document (the "FDD"). The
Certification which is attached to and made part of the Uniform Franchise Registration
Application form and the Uniform Consent to Service of Process must contain original
signatures from an officer of the franchisor. The Auditor's Consent Letter must be manually
signed and placed on the accountant's letterhead. lf another entity will guarantee the
franchisor's performance, submit an originally executed Guaranty of Performance and an
originally executed Uniform Consent to Service of Process from the guarantor. The Guidelines
require the filing of CD-ROM in Portable Document Format ("PDF'), but for original applications
filed in lllinois, the CD-ROM should not be filed until the application is registered.

The first way to expedite the registration process in the State of lllinois is to include the
correct financial statements in the FDD. Failure to do so will result in the denial of the
application with no furlher review of the FDD (outside the financial statements). The FDD must
include audited financial statements for the prior three fiscal years which have been prepared
according to United States generally accepted accounting principles ("US GAAP"). However,
franchisors who are filing their first application with the Bureau and who have never had audited
statements may request the "Phase in of Audit" which allows them to file financial statements
which have been compiled by an independent CPA in accordance with US GAAP. The
franchisor should notify its CPA to count the opening inventory at the beginning of the
franchisor's fiscal year which commences after registration has been granted because at the
end of that year the balance sheet must be audited. The remainder of the statements for that
fiscal year may be unaudited but must be independently prepared in accordance with US
GAAP. Financial statements for the following fiscal year must be fully audited.

Franchisor counsel should next evaluate the franchisor's financial condition to determine
whether or not the imposition of financial assurance requirements is likely to occur because of
the franchisor's financial condition and, if so, provide for that requirement when the application
is filed. Financial assurance requirements are automatically imposed if the franchisor's most
recent balance sheet discloses a negative net worth or the auditor has issued a going concern
opinion. lf counsel is uncertain as to whether such requirement would be imposed by the
Bureau, it is free to contact one of the lllinois Examiners prior to fìling the application.
Contacting state examiners directly to discuss financial assurance requirements is often the
most informative and efficient way to determine whether an assurance such as a fee deferral,
escrow, impound, bond or surety may be required. lf the Bureau determines that financial
assurances are required and no provision has been made for them in the application, then the
application will be denied with no review of the FDD having been made.

Whether the application is denied for deficient financial statements or financial condition,
the franchisor will have 90 days to cure the deficiency. Failure to do so in that time period will
require the franchisor to file a new application, including the fee, should it choose to pursue
registration in lllinois. lf a response is made within the 90 day cure period, the examiner will
have 21 days to review it. lf the deficiency has been cured, the entire FDD will be reviewed. lf
that review indicates significant deficiencies, the Franchisor will be granted a new 90 day cure
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period to file a compliant FDD. lf the deficiency has not been cured, a letter will be sent and the
Franchisor will only have the remainder of the initial 90 day cure period, if any, to do so. Either
way, the application process will take significantly more time.

Assuming there is no problem with the franchisor's financial statements or its financial
condition, the application documents and the FDD will be reviewed for compliance with the
NASAA Guidelines, the Commentary on the Guidelines (the "Commentary"), the Act and certain
provisions of the FTC Rule. The lllinois Examiners conduct an extensive and thorough review
of each FDD filed with an original application. Therefore, the document should be written with
the following overall rules in mind:

. First and foremost, disclose all information required by the Guidelines whether or
not it applies to the franchisor applicant and/or the franchise being offered. lf
information is not applicable, a negative disclosure must be made. For example:
if the franchisor does not have parent company, state that; if no officer of the
franchisor owns an interest in a supplier, state that; etc.

.. Disclose all information in the manner required by the Guidelines and the
Commentary. The Commentary provides guidance on what needs to be
disclosed and how to disclose certain information. The Commentary can be
found on the lllinois Attorney General's website at
www.illinoisattornevqeneral.oov by clicking on "Protecting Consumers" and
"Franchise lnformation." The FAQs on the FTC Rule should also be examined
and followed.

. Do not use ambiguities in the FDD. For example, do not disclose in ltem 6 that
certain fees "will vary." lf no set fee or cost can be given, disclose a range or
formula for determining the amount. Do not state that the franchisor may grant
an exclusive territory in ltem 12 without providing the factors or criteria that it

uses in making this decision.

. Make certain there are no inconsistencies in the disclosure within each ltem,
between two ltems or between the ltems and the agreement(s). We often see
disclosure in ltem 5 that states that the initial fee is not refundable, but in ltem 11

it states that, if an acceptable site is not agreed upon or the franchisee fails to
complete training to the satisfaction of the franchisor, the fee will be partially
refunded. lf in ltem 5 it is disclosed that the franchisee must purchase certain
goods or services from the franchisor or an affiliate prior to opening of the
franchise business, make certain that in ltem I it is not disclosed that the
franchisee can purchase these goods or services from the franchisor, its affiliate,
or an approved supplier.

. Do not disclose information which is not required to be to disclosed. The FDD is
not promotional material and, therefore, should not contain that type of
information. Do not use introductory paragraphs unless the Guidelines requires
them.

.. Do not use bold, italics or upper case type unless so required by the Guidelines.
This is often done in ltem 19 to accentuate disclaimers and admonitions.
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., Do not disclose any disclaimers or admonitions unless required by the
Guidelines. ltem 19 requires only one admonition, "that a new franchisee's
individual financial results may differ from the result stated in the financial
performance representation." ltem 11 should not include site location and lease
approval disclaimers.

. Amend any provisions which are inconsistent with state law or the FTC Rule.

State modifications may be made in an addendum to the disclosure document
and the agreements. Generally, these provisions relate to governing law,
jurisdiction and venue and waivers. lf an addendum is used to amend an

agreement, it must contain a signature and date line for both parties and must be
executed simultaneously with the agreement. Addendums to the disclosure
Items can only be used to provide for state specific information which does not
include a revision required by only one specific state. All information required by

the Guidelines must be disclosed in the applicable ltem. lntegration clauses
must be amended in the agreement(s).

. Use plain english. This is not limited to the avoidance of legal jargon. The FDD
must be written in a manner that is easily understood by a person unfamiliar with
the business. Do not use run on sentences or disclosure which is unclear and
convoluted. Proofread and edit the FDD before filing.

Some Key FDD Review lssues

.@s,.Followthemandatoryformatandmakesuretheamountsare
identical to those used in ltems 5 and 7. lnclude risk factors only if required
under the FTC Rule or by state examiners.

. !!ql. A reader should be able to discern the franchisor's history and its current
corporate family.

o ltem 3. The disclosure should include 3 types of cases: (a) pending cases
involving enumerated claims or those that are financially material; (b) concluded
cases involving claims described in (a) above where the franchisor was held
liable or entered into an adverse settlement; and (c) cases the franchisor filed
against a franchisee in the prior fiscal year.

o ltem 5. lnitial fees include not just franchise fees, but also all other initial
payments to the franchisor or any affiliates.

. !!ff. lnclude all ongoing payments to the franchisor, including contingent
payments.

¡ ltem 7. Make sure the range used is all-inclusive so it covers the highest
possible investment for a typical franchise. Note that some items focus on
opening amounts (such as inventory) while other amounts reflect a period

beyond opening, often 3 months (such as rent orworking capital).

. !!Ð_..j9.. This item is intended to cover all items that are subject to any sourcing
restrictions. Also the amount of sales of source-restricted products by the
franchisor or its affiliates must be provided as of the most recent fiscal year end.
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The same is true of rebates paid to the franchisor by suppliers who sell to
franchisees.

. jlem '!ll. All direct and "indirect" financing must be disclosed and indirect
financing includes situations where the franchisor receives payments from a

lender or has an agreement with the lender to provide franchisee financing.

. !!q!jl. Some of the key issues in this information-packed item are: reporting
allocations of expenditures from the advertising fund; accessibility of operating
manuals; computer system costs; and details on the training programs.

. ltem 12. Disclose any reservation of rights by the franchisor to engage in other
forms of distribution.

. ltem 13. lf the marks are licensed to the franchisor, describe the term of and
rights provided by the license.

. !!ElZ. Provisions should be summarized and not copied from the agreement.
Note the special disclosure regarding any integration clause (that it cannot
negate any representations in the FDD).

. !!ú9. Franchisors have great flexibility in preparing a financial performance
representation but the key concern is whether the data used is a representative
sample. lt is difficult to use anything other than historical data.

. !!4!Q. All of the numerical data should be reconciled and the summary data in

Tables 3 and 4 should flow over to Table 1. Also, the lists of current and former
franchisees should reconcile with the tables. And don't forget to address
confidentiality agreements and franchisee associations.

. ltem 21. lf the financial statements reflect a negative net worth, a working capital
deficiency or a history of losses, expect questions from examiners. Disclose any
guaranties.

. Finally, make certain that the Receipt pages are placed at the end of the entire
FDD and are separate and detachable from it.

These rules, of course, are not all inclusive and do not attempt to represent all potential

disclosure problems. However, by following them, franchise counsel is less likely to have the
document summarily rejected or to receive an incomplete review.

As stated above, if there are no deficiencies in the FDD, registration will be granted and
a letter to that effect will be sent. Registration can also be granted when there are a few
deficiencies on the condition that they be cured within 30 days and that the FDD is not given out
until the revisions are made. The letter to the franchisor's counsel will have an attachment on
which the deficiencies will be listed. Unfortunately, in most cases, the application is denied by
administrative order because the FDD has too many deficiencies. ln this case an Order of
Denial is issued to which is attached the list of deficiencies and the franchisor is allotted 90 days
to cure them. lt is important to note that it is a 90 day cure period. That does not mean that the
franchisor has 90 days to respond to the Order of Denial, but rather 90 days to fix all of the
problems in it. lt is important to contact the examiner assigned to the application with any
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questions or disagreements regarding a deficiency. Do not express your disagreements and/or
arguments in a cover letter because it may waste valuable time if the examiner determines that
the argument is incorrect.

The best way to contact an examiner in lllinois is by e-mail. lf the examiner believes it is
an issue that warrants a conversation, he/she will telephone counsel or arrange for a convenient
time to speak. Please do not attempt to contact the examiner only to determine the status of a
filing. That information can be provided by the secretary who answers the call. Only contact the
examiner if you have a specific question or disagreement and not just to argue with them about
their review practices. No matter the level of review an application gets, the mere fact that only
one state requires a certain revision, does not mean that the deficiency does not exist and an

examiner will rarely accept this rationale in determining whether to waive a requirement.

It is in the best interest of not only prospective franchisees, but also the franchisor who
offers the franchise, that the FDD be fully compliant with all state and federal requirements.
Although a compliant FDD will not prevent all problems which can arise in the franchise
relationship, it will help to lessen the risks of those problems resulting from poor or inadequate
disclosure. State examiners do not enjoy issuing lengthy comments and appreciate franchise
counsel that file compliant applications. This makes everyone's job easier and allows the
franchisor to begin offering and selling franchises sooner rather than later.

III. RENEWAL OF STATE FRANCHISE REGISTRATION

a. Renewal Process

According to the FTC Rule, a franchisor must update its FDD annually (at a minimum) to
include current information about the franchise system. This must be done within 120 days of
the close of the franchisor's fiscal year. Annual updates must include new audited financial
statements, updated litigation disclosures, the most recent information about current and former
franchisees and any other new material information about the franchisor, the system or the
terms of the franchise offering.

It is important to note that many franchise registration/disclosure states have annual
reporting requirements that are different from the annual update required by the FTC Rule. ln

most of these states, the franchise registration expires at the end of a fixed one-year registration
period, usually tied to the initial registration date. A renewal application must be filed in a timely
manner (usually 15-30 days priorto the anniversary date of the current registration) to avoid a

lapse in registration.

Other states, rather than using an annual renewal date, require renewal and FDD
updating within 90 - 120 days of the franchisor's fiscal year end. This is similar to the FTC
iule's ãnnual update requirement but differs in that an application (and fee) must be filed and,

except as mentioned below, the franchisor must obtain clearance from the state before the
updated FDD may be used for franchise sales activities.

The following states assign expiration dates based on a fixed registration period or one-
year anniversary date:
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ln these states, at least two updates per year may be necessary (once within 120 of the
franchisor's fiscal year-end and again at the time of renewal). However, by submitting renewal
applications early, and requesting a revised annual expiration date, over time many franchisors
have had their expiration dates in the above states adjusted to fall within the FTC's 120 day
annual update period.

States requiring renewal or annual reports within 90 - 120 days after the close of the
franchisor's fiscal year are:

lndiana
Maryland
Michigan
North Dakota

California (110 days)
Hawaii (90 days)
lllinois (120 days)

South Dakota
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin

Minnesota (120 days)
New York (120 days)
Rhode lsland (120 days)

b. Effectiveness of Renewed and Amended FDD

The franchisor must also pay proper attention to the date on which it is authorized by the
state to use the updated FDD filed in connection with a timely renewal application. ln some
registration/disclosure states, a franchisor must cease offering and selling franchises until the
state has approved the updated FDD. This is sometimes referred to as "going dark" in a
particular state. These states view the previously registered FDD as out-of-date once an

amended FDD is filed.

However, as noted below, in limited circumstances some states permit use of the
previously registered FDD while the updated FDD is under consideration by the state.

The following list summarizes the manner in which the registration/disclosure states
assign effective dates to the amended FDD filed as part of a renewal application:

. Galifornia -- lf the renewal application is submitted at least 15 days priorto the
expiration date, and if no stop order in effect, automatic renewal occurs at 12

noon on the date on which the prior registration is due to expire,

. Hawaii - Seven days after filing the amended FDD with the state.

. lllinois - Upon receipt by the Administrator. lf deficiencies are noted later by the
Administrator, however, use of the amended FDD must cease and any
prospective franchisees must be redisclosed with a corrected and approved
FDD.

. lndiana - On the annual expiration date.

. Maryland - lf the renewal application is made in a timely manner (See MD
Regulations $ 2.02.08.074), on the annual effective date. lf not timely filed or
deficiencies are found, Maryland will provide notification of the effective date.
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ln Maryland, franchisors may continue fo use the previously registered FDD while
the updated FDD is pending. See MD Regulations $ 02.02.08.06. Redisclosure
of a prospective franchisee rs required if the updated FDD is approved before the
sa/e.

Michigan - Upon receipt.

Minnesota -- Upon order of the commissioner.

New York - For annual renewals that also contain an amended FDD, 15 days
after submission of the updated FDD, unless deficiencies are identified and
reported to the franchisor within the 15 day period.

lf ceftain procedures are followed with regard to prospective franchrsees,
franchisors may continue to offer and sell franchises in New York during the time
the Department is acting on its filing. See N. Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs fff. f 3 S
200.3

North Dakota - Upon notification by the commissioner.

Rhode lsland - On the thirtieth business day after filing of the application or the
last amendment to the application or at an earlier time ordered by the director
unless the applicant requests postponement of effectiveness of the application or
the director has made a good faith effort to communicate why the application
does not meet the requirements of this Act.

Offers - but nof sa/es - of the franchise are permitted by Rhode lsland while the
amended FDD is pending. Franchisors are permitted to use the previously
registered FDD for fhese offers. Once the state clears the new FDD, a marked
copy showing ff's changes from the prior document must be gÌven to the
prospective franchisee at least ten busrness days before execution of the
agreement or payment of consideration. See $ 19-28.1-6(h) of the Rhode lsland
Franchise and Distributorship lnvestment regulations Act.

South Dakota - Upon receipt of the renewal application by the director.

Virginia - Upon notification by the Division.

ln Virginia, a franchisor may se/ecf the effective date of the updated FDD by
submitting an optional Affidavit of Compliance (Form E). ln the affidavit, the
franchisor formally certifies it is not insolvent (as defined by Virginia statute) and
its FDD is in compliance with Virginia's disclosure regulations. lf material
deficiencies are later found by the Division, prospective franchisees musf be
redisclosed with a corrected FDD.

Washington - 15 days after filing or the filing of last amended FDD; if
deficiencies are identified, staff will request a waiver of automatic effectiveness,
in which case the effective date is determined by the administrator.

Wisconsin - Upon receipt
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A note of caution: The effective dates described above will generally not apply if the state has
begun a stop order or cease and desist proceeding against the franchisor or a principal of the
franchisor.

c. lnformation to be Updated at Renewal

Franchisors that renew their state registrations with 90 - 120 days after their fiscal year
must always make certain updates to their FDD. These are litigation updates (as described in
Item 3), new audited financial statements (ltem 21), and updated outlet and franchisee
information (ltem 20). ln addition, the following items are most likely to change as of the end of
the franchisor's previous fiscal year:

. Company history (ltem 1)

. Officers and directors (ltem 2)

. lnitial and other fees (ltems 5 & 6)

. Total initial investment (ltem 7)

. Revenues from required franchisee purchases (ltem 8)

. Financing terms (ltem 10)

. Advertising and computer costs (ltem 1 1)

. Trademarks (ltem 13)

. Financial performance representations (ltem 19)

. Contract changes

d. Financial Statements Updates at Renewal

Franchisors that renew their registration within 90 - 120 days after the close of their
fiscal year must include their new audited financial statements in the updated FDD. lf the
franchisor's expiration date is more than 90 - 120 days from the end of its fiscal year, the new
audited financial statements may need to be supplemental with unaudited financial statements
dated within 90 - 120 days of the date the renewal application is submitted.

lf the new financial statements contained in the renewal application fail to demonstrate
that the franchisor has sufficient financial strength to provide promised pre-opening obligations
and services, a state may require a financial assurance condition (escrow, fee deferral,
guarantee, etc) in order to renew the registration.

At the time of renewal, upon request most states will revisit the need for an existing
financial assurance arrangement to remain in place. However, absent a clear and justifiable

reason, a franchisor should not assume that a financial assurance is no longer necessary and
arbitrarily remove it from the franchise offering documents.
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e. Tips for Faster Renewal

1. Blacklininq of the Amended FDD

Careful attention should be paid to accurately and completely marking changes in the
revised FDD. lf an examiner notices something that is not marked, the examiner may decide
that the entire document should be reviewed rather than only the blacklined changes

2. Submittinq Old Version of the FDD

There is no better way to draw intense scrutiny of an FDD than to file a version where
certain disclosure has previously been noted as deficient by the state. This throws into doubt
whether the franchisor ever really corrected the deficiencies and may lead to questions about
exactly what the franchisor has been giving prospective franchisees.

3. Financial Assurances

lf the franchisor anticipates that a financial assurance will be required, it should consider
including it in its renewal application from the outset.

4. Removal of Financial Assurance

lf a financial assurance condition is in place for an existing registration, do not remove it
from the updated FDD without a clear reason or checking with the state first.

5. lssuance Date

Failing to include an updated issuance date on the FDD (or confusing the issuance date
with the state effective date).

6. lnitial lnvestment Totals

Make sure total initial investment estimates on the cover page and in ltem 7 match.

7. ltem 7 Table

Any dollar amount changes should also be reflected in the table totals so the columns
add correctly.

8. Rovaltv and Fee Chanqes

Any initial fee, royalty fee, and other fee changes in the FDD should also be changed in
franchise agreement, if applicable.

9. Revenue from Required Purchases

ln ltem 8, revenues received from required franchisee purchases should be from the
latest fiscal year.
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Guarantee of Performance

lf applicable, the franchisor must include a copy of the current version of a guarantee of
performance in the FDD.

IV. AMENDMENTS

An FDD is not carved in stone at its creation. lt evolves over time, with revisions made
at a minimum once each year when a franchisor prepares an annual update (or renewal). But
putting aside the annual update (which is described in Section ll of this paper), what would
cause a franchisor to revise its FDD on an interim basis? And how can it complete the interim
update in a timely and efficient manner? While the franchise registration states are the key
concern with respect to these inquiries, the FTC Rule is also important. No filings are made
with the FTC, but the rules for amending an FDD are an important feature of the FTC Rule.
Whether under federal or state law, a franchisor must establish sound and effective policies for
evaluating the need for an amendment and then, if required, take the necessary steps to
process the FDD changes and state filings.

a. When ls Amendment Required?

There is no absolute standard for determining when an FDD amendment is required.
What is clear is that there is a difference between the FDD changes to be made at the annual
update versus the changes to be made via amendment.

The FTC Rule states that, with respect to the annual update: "All information in the
[FDD] shall be current as of the close of the franchisor's most recent fiscal year" (emphasis
added).1 The FTC Compliance Guide likewise states that the FDD must be updated after the
fiscal year end "to ensure that the document is current."' Thus, it is clear that the entire FDD
must be reviewed on an annual basis and updated "from stem to stern."

The FDD amendment requirements of the FTC Rule are as follows: "The franchisor
shall [on a quarterly basis] prepare revisions to be attached to the disclosure document to reflect
any material change to the disclosures included or required to be included, in the disclosure
document."3 Accordingly, an amendment is intended to capture only material changes, if any,
and not a comprehensive revision of the FDD. The FTC implicitly recognized the limited nature
of amendments by noting that: (a) some FDD items require annual updates only (e.9., certain
information in ltems 8 and 11) and thus would not be the subject of quaderly amendments; and
(b) if there is a material change in the information presented in the audited annual financial
statements, such changed information can be reflected in a quaderly amendment via the use of
unaudited financial statements.a

lf an amendment is triggered only by a "material change," how is that term defined? The
FTC Rule is silent on the issue although the original version of the Franchise Rule defined
"material," "materialfact" and "material change" to include:

16 CFR 436.7(a)

Bus. Franchise Guide (CCH) 116086, p. 9129-263

16 CFR 436.7(b)

Bus. Franchise Guide (CCH) 11 6086, pp. 9129-263,264

10

1

2

4
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"[A]ny fact, circumstance or set of conditions which has a

substantial likelihood of influencing a reasonable franchisee or a
reasonable prospective franchisee in the making of a significant
decision relating to a named franchise business or has any
significant financial impact on a franchisee or prospective
franchisee."s

State franchise laws follow a similar path but, in some cases, provide specific examples
of events constituting a material change. For example, the regulations to the Minnesota
franchise law contain one of the more comprehensive lists of exemplars of events constituting a

material change, as follows:

Material event" or "material change" shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

1. the termination, closing, or failure to renew by the franchisor
during any consecutive three-month period after registration of ten
percent of all franchises of the franchisor, regardless of location,
or ten percent of the franchises of the franchisor located in the
state of Minnesota;

2. any change in control, corporate name, or state of incorporation,
or reorganization of the franchisor;

3. the purchase by the franchisor during any consecutive three-
month period after registration of ten percent of its existing
franchises, regardless of location, or ten percent of its existing
franchises in the state of Minnesota;

4. the commencement of any new product, service, or model line
involving, directly or indirectly, an additional investment in excess
of 20 percent of the current average investment made by all
franchises or the discontinuation or modification of the marketing
plan or marketing system of any product or service of the
franchisor where the average total sales from such product or
service exceed 20 percent of the average gross sales of the
existing franchisees on an annual basis;

5. any change in the franchise fees charged by the franchisor; or

6. any significant change in:

a. the obligations of the franchisee to purchase items from
the franchisor or its designated sources;

b. the limitations or restrictions on the goods or services
which the franchisee may offer to his customer;

c. the obligations to be performed by the franchisor; or

' Bus. Franchise Guide (CCH) 11 6192(n)
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d. the franchise contract or agreement, including all
amendments thereto.6

Some of the items listed are entirely sensible but others do not appear to fit the common
understanding of materiality. For example, it hardly seems appropriate to classify as material a

franchisor's reincorporation from lllinois to Delaware. Similarly, the repurchase or termination of
the only, or one of the few, units in Minnesota should not automatically be treated as material.

While it is impossible to compile all of the possible occurrences, actions and events that
would necessitate an amendment, they can be placed in three general categories:

1. Franchise agreement changes; for example, a fee increase or discount,
or a change in territorial rights.

2. The opinions expressed in this paper are not those of the lllinois Attorney
General, the Virginia Division of Securities and Retail Franchising or the
North American Securities Administration Association ("NASAA"¡.
Additions to the FDD; for example, the inclusion of a financial
performancerepresentation or the establishment of a new lending
program.

3. Changes to existing FDD disclosures; for example, a corporate
restructure, an acquisition or divestiture, personnel changes, the filing of
litigation or updates to litigation, initial investment modifications or
sourcing program changes.

Some might argue that there should be a fourth category encompassing material
changes that do not fall within the disclosure items specified in the FDD. While this may be

theoretically possible, it is difficult to envision the types of events or actions that would fall within
this category. For example, is a franchisor required to point out in an FDD that an economic
recession might affect a franchisee's business prospects? Or are there some common
occurrences or widely-known conditions about which a franchisee should be expected (as a
"reasonable" investor) to have knowledge? Note the FTC's express prohibition of the inclusion
of "any information that is not required or expressly permitted, either by the amended Rule itself
or by state law."7 The FTC's position also supports an argument that extraneous information
(i.e., information outside the scope of the FDD items) should be excluded because, in part, it is
difficult to establish the relative priority of the infinite variety of such information.

The decision on whether or not to amend the FDD is a complex one. While some may
opt to err on the side of treating all changes as material, that position may result in deferred or
lost franchise sales. Also, because amendments usually require redisclosure and cooling-off
periods, it increases the likelihood of technical violations and other problems. On the other
hand, ignoring material changes until the next annual update creates legal risks, whether from
governmental enforcement or private actions.

6 Minnesota Rules, Section 2860.2400
7 16 cFR 436.6(d)
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b. Timinq of Amendment

Under the FTC Rule, any necessary amendments are to be made on a quarterly basis
(although the FTC allows more frequent amendments if desired). Typically, amendments are
implemented during the month following the franchisor's fiscal quarter.

The rules are different with respect to material changes to a franchisor's ltem 19

presentation. Rather than quarterly updates, the FTC determined that a franchisor must "notify

the prospective franchisee of any material changes that the [franchisor] knows or should have

known occurred in the information contained in any financial performance representation in ltem
19...'8 ln basic terms, this means that a franchisor must monitor any changes in its ltem 19

data and, if material, notify prospects of such changes. While this sounds relatively
straightfonruard, implementation could be somewhat difficult. For example, if a franchisor uses
accurate historical data in ltem 19, is there an obligation to revise ltem 19 when current data

indicates a trend varying from the historical information? lt may be a question of degree but, in
all likelihood, the FTC would answer in the affirmative,

The FTC's sensible quarterly updating requirement (for changes other than those
affecting financial performance representations) does not necessarily apply in all 50 states.

Some of the franchise regulatory states have differing amendment timing requirements and they
require filings and/or disclosure to the prospect as follows:

promptly (after a material change)e

prior to any additional franchise salel0

promptlyll

within 30 days12

promptlyl3

promptlyla

promptlyls

upon the occurrence of a material changel6

California

Hawaii

Maryland

Minnesota

New York

North Dakota

Rhode lsland

Virginia

16 CFR 436.7(d)

Cal. Corp. Code, Section31123

Hawaii Rev. Stat., Section 482E-3(b)

Maryland Stat., Section 14-220

Minnesota Stat., Section 80C.07

N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law, Section 683.9(a)

N.D. Century Code, Section 51-19-07

R.l. Gen. Laws, Section 19-28.1-11

Va. Admin. Code, Section 5-110-40

I

I

10

11

12

'13

14

'15

l6
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Washington

Wisconsin

As should be apparent, these varying requirements are difficult to reconcile and in some

cases even harder to implement. For example, how does a franchisor comply with Virginia law

and file an amendment "upon the occurrence" of a material change? What is clear is that the
FTC's quarterly updating requirement may be subject to the stricter standards, however vague
and nebulous, of the states listed above.

ln addition, two of the states have created some degree of flexibility in connection with
the amendment process. California allows franchisors to continue to offer, but not to sell,

franchises while the franchisor awaits approval of its amendment application. To take
advantage of this right to continue offering franchises, the franchisor must provide to the
prospect: (1) the FDD filed with the state; (2) a statement that the FDD has been filed but has

not been reviewed and is not yet effective; and (3) prior to the sale, the final effective FDD (i.e.,

which incorporates any of the state's comments on the filing) and a description of the material

differences.between the filed FDD and the final FDD.1e

New York goes a step further and even allows a sale to take place while an amendment
application is undðr review, albeit with some unappealing collateral requirements.2o ln order to
qualify for this process, a franchisor must inform the prospect that its FDD has been submitted
for review by the state. lf the franchise sale occurs, the funds paid by the prospective

franchisee must be held in trust until the prospect receives and has had an opportunity to review
the final registered FDD. The prospect then has an opportunity to rescind the purchase, in

which case the transaction is unwound and the funds are repaid. Also, if the state never
approves the FDD, the transaction is rescinded and the prospect is refunded all monies paid.

c. How to lmplement an Amendment

Once a decision has been made to amend an FDD and it is an appropriate time to do so,

how does a franchisor carry out the process?

The FTC appears to favor amendment via an attachment to the FDD, but there is no

reason to believe that the FTC would prohibit interlineal changes within the FDD itself.

Naturally, because an FDD is not filed with the FTC, any amendment can be incorporated
without any waiting period. But the FTG has some unique rules on delivery of an amended FDD

that contrast with the state requirements.

Under the FTC Rule, a prospective franchisee must receive the current FDD (i.e., the
version most recently updated within 120 days after the franchisor's fiscal year end), along with
the most recent quarterly update, if any.21 But this delivery requirement only applies to the initial

disclosure to a prospective franchisee. lf a franchisor updates its FDD (either an annual or a

Wash. Rev. Code, Section 19.100.070(3)

Wis. Stat., Section 553.31

Cal. Corp. Code, Section 3'1108

N.Y. Regulations, Section 200.3(hX3)

16 CFR 436.7(b)

as soon as reasonably possible and in any case
before the further sale of any franchiselT

within 30 days18

17

18

19

20

2'l
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quarterly update) after the initial disclosure to the prospect, it is not obligated to redisclose to
that prospect. However, the franchisor must provide all updates (since the original date of
disclosure) if the franchisee makes a reasonable request for them. ln this context the word
"reasonable" probably means that a request must be honored if there have been any updates
and the franchisor continues to offer franchises. ln addition, there is a twist on the timing of the
updates. A franchisor need not provide the update at least 14 days before contract signing or
payment of consideration. lnstead, the update must be provided a "reasonable time" before the
franchise agreement is signed, which presumably means something less than 14 days in

advance.

The state laws vary considerably from the FTC Rule. ln most cases, if an amendment is

required, it must be filed with the state regulator and the franchisor must await state approval.
This would exclude states where amendment filings are not required, such as lndiana, Michigan
and South Dakota, and states where the amendment is effective upon filing, such as lllinois and
Wisconsin (although in lllinois, comments may be provided after the filing, in which case the
amendment is in suspense until the franchisor responds to the comments).

ln addition, most states mandate that the franchisor redisclose all prospective
franchisees in the "pipeline" and wait the normal 14-day cooling-off period until the sale can be

consummated. For example, the lllinois law is typicalwith respect to this requirement:

The franchisor shall deliver the amended disclosure statement in

accordance with the requirements of...this Act to any prospective
franchisee including prospective franchisees to whom a disclosure
statement was previously delivered if the material change relates
to or affects the franchise offered to such prospective
franchisees.22

An interesting side issue here, which is reflected in the lllinois law, relates to the vehicle
used to convey the amended information. As described earlier, the FTC seems to prefer an

addendum to the FDD to cover the amended information. On the other hand, the states appear
to require the delivery of a full FDD, which would include the amended information as interlineal
changes. None of the states require that these interlineal changes be marked in any way to
facilitate the prospect's review of the amended items. ln this respect, the FTC-preferred
addendum would seem to be a better method to focus the reader's attention on any amended
information.

Finally, notwithstanding the technical requirements of state law, some franchisors will

use a form of "self-help" and simply notify all prospective franchisees of amended information
and forego any filings with the states. This may be done to avoid delays in the state reviews
and to start the clock running on the 14-day cooling-off period. This certainly is not sanctioned
by any of the state regulators (unless the amended information could be viewed as a non-
material change) but it does have the effect of putting prospects on notice of the amended
information, thereby potentially ameliorating the risks of a fraud-based private action in the
future.

22 81s rLCS 7osr11
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d. The California Aberrations

While not falling strictly under the topic of amendments, it may be of interest to briefly
summarize two oddities under the California Franchise lnvestment Law - negotiated changes
and material modifications.

The FTC Rule and most other state franchise laws encourage negotiations between
franchisor and franchisee. While California law does not expressly contradict this position, the
law indirectly inhibits negotiations by requiring that a franchisor jump through various hoops if it
ever negotiates any aspect of a franchise offer. Section 31109.1 of the California law
establishes the procedures for dealing with negotiated changes, which are treated as

exceptions to the rule that only the franchise terms registered with the state can be offered to
franchisees.23 (lt may make sense for the California regulators to take a negative view of
changes to franchise terms that solely favor the franchisor (i.e., a variant on the bait-and-switch
device) but this provision applies to all changes, even those that wholly favor the franchisee.)
Thus, unlessthere is an exemption like Section 31109.1, the lawwould require an amendment
filing on every occasion that a franchisor negotiates any term with a franchisee. Basically,

Section 31 109.1 mandates that a franchisor:

1. provide a prospect with a summary of all terms that have been
negotiated in the last 12 months;

2. at the prospect's request, provide the specific previously
negotiated terms;

3. file with the DOC a notice of negotiated sale that describes the
negotiated change; and

4. certify in its renewal filing that it has complied with these
requirements.

ln addition, any negotiated changes must "on the whole, confer additional benefits on the
franchisee."

The unintended end result of this misguided regulation is that franchisors often refuse to
negotiate with California franchisees. While it is improper to state that it is "illegal" to negotiate,
it is entirely appropriate for a franchisor to reject negotiations because of the complications and

red tape associated with the California law. Alternatively, a franchisor may amend its FDD to
encompass, in broad ranges, the types of issues that may be negotiated to avoid the need for
filing notices of negotiated changes and then providing the lists of negotiated changes to future
prospects.

Perhaps even worse is the material modification process contained in Section 31125 o'l

the law, which is somewhat out of place in a statute that principally regulates offers to
prospective franchisees.'o This provision essentially requires disclosure to existing franchisees
if the franchisor proposes to change any terms of the franchise agreement. (For some unknown
reason, the California legislature ignored the fact that a change to an existing contract can only
be effectuated by the voluntary agreement of both parties.) lf a franchisor desires to implement

" Cal. Corp. Code, Section 31 109.1

24 Cal. Corp. Code, Section 31 125
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a mod¡fication, it must file a description of the modification with the state and then allow a

franchisee a cooling-off period (or a rescission period) during which the franchisee can consider
the proposed revision. Alternatively, there are various exemptions to the normal process, the
most prominent of which exempts a voluntary offer which does not adversely impact the
franchisee's rights and obligations. Of course, this exemption may be unavailable if any aspect
of the negotiated transaction, however minor or inconsequential, favors the franchisor.

ln any event, the need for this type of legislation is quite unclear and it fudher
complicates and impedes a franchisor's business activities in California.

V. EXEMPTIONS

Anyone who has flown in coach class on an airline in the United States in the last 10
years probably knows the pain and frustration of waiting in line to be screened by security. The
security screening is - at least in principle - a good thing. lt helps to keep us safe, so we
tolerate it. But, it is hard not to be envious as passengers in first class move practically
effortlessly to a dedicated lane with vidually no wait and are zipped through the process in a
fraction of the time. For many franchisors, the process of obtaining, amending and renewing
their state franchise registrations is a lot like standing in an airport security line. For them, to be

exempt from a state's registration process is the equivalent of getting a pass into the first class
lane.

ln the best of circumstances, a state franchise exemption may allow a franchisor to be

able to offer and sell franchises in the state much faster than they would if they had to file a full
franchise registration application - sometimes less expensively. The biggest problem with
franchise exemptions is that there is little uniformity from state to state in the eligibility and filing
requirements. The lack of uniformity can necessitate a close evaluation of each state's
requirements for the exemption and additional administrative attention to maintain compliance.

This section will identify the types of exemptions that are generally useful to franchisors
in managing their state franchise filing25 obligations and highlight the definitional nuances that
may apply in the states that recognize each exemption type. Also, because filing requirements
(and deadlines) may be different for a particular exemption than the state's franchise registration
requirements, this section will address the extent to which each exemption is subject to special
rules.

a. State Exemptions

There is great variety in what exemptions a state may recognize, what must be done for
a franchisor or a transaction to be deemed exempt from franchise registration in a state, and
what must be done in the future for that transaction or franchisor to remain exempt in that state.
While some states may require a filing for a sale of a franchise to someone who qualifies as an
insider of the franchisor, other states automatically exempt it and require no filing. Even for
exemptions that are ostensibly similar, the states use different criteria for a franchisor,
franchisee, or transaction to qualify for the exemption. While a franchisor may qualify as a large
franchisor and be exempt in one state, the franchisor may not have enough business
experience to qualify for the same exemption in another state.

" As most franchise law practitioners know, franchisors often must make filings under other state statutes usually refened to as
"Business Opportunity Laws," These filings are beyond the scope of this section.
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The states also distinguish between exemptions from registration and exemptions from
disclosure. lf a franchisor is exempt from registration, it does not have to file a full franchise
registration application with the state agency. But, exemption from registration does not relieve
a franchisor of its obligation to provide prospective franchisees with a franchise disclosure
document. lf a franchisor (or a transaction) qualifies for an exemption from disclosure, the
franchisor does not need to provide a franchisee with a disclosure document (under state law).
Unless othen¡vise indicated, the exemptions described apply to exemption from registration only.

Conceptually, it is helpful to think of the various exemptions as falling into 3 main
categories. Exemptions may be based on: (1) characteristics of the franchisor, (2) the nature of
the transaction, or (3) characteristics of the franchisee. Of course, not all available exemptions
fall neatly into these categories, but the ones that do not are generally not particularly useful to a
typical franchisor in planning their compliance program. Brief discussions of the exemptions
most likely to be useful to a typical franchisor are provided below. The state-specific
requirements for each exemption are discussed in Section lll, below. A chart that identifies
each category of exemption and the states that recognize them is attached as Appendix B to
this paper. A chart summarizing the requirements for filing each of the exemptions discussed
below is attached as Appendix C.

1. Exemptions Based on Franchisor's Characteristics

a. Large Franchisor Exemption

Several states provide exemptions from franchise registration for franchisors that have
substantial net worth and/or experience in franchising. The apparent justifications for this
exemption are that (i) a franchisor with substantial net worth is likely to have assets that can be

used to pay ajudgment in the event that the franchisee has a legal claim against the franchisor,
and (ii) the franchisor's track record is substantial enough to expose any concerns a franchisee
may have about the viability of the business or the franchisor's ability to run it. A "large
franchisoi' may be defined by state law by its net worth alone or by its net worth coupled with its
business experience. There is usually a threshold amount for the franchisor's net worth, such
as $5 million, but the threshold amount varies substantially by state. Most states also include a

provision where the franchisor may have a lower net worth than the general threshold if a parent

of the franchisor meets the higher threshold for net worth. ln these cases, some states require
the parent to guarantee the franchisor's duties and obligations. lf a state includes a business
experience requirement to be exempt, it may require that the franchisor have been in business
for a set amount of time, have a certain number of franchisees, have conducted the type of
business that is the subject of the franchise, or have a parent that fits those categories.

b. Gooperative Orqanizations Exemption

Cooperative organizations are generally organizations operated for independent
retailers. The members usually own equal shares in these organizations and membership itself
is limited to people who will directly benefit from the services the organization provides.
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2. Exemptions Based on the Nature of the Transaction or
Franchise Svstem

a. Limited Offer Exemption

Some states provide an exemption for transactions arising in situations where the
franchisor has not actively solicited franchises for sale in the state. Generally, the sale of a
limited number of franchises (one or two) within a certain time period, when the franchisor has
not advertised the sale, may be exempt. This exemption is often useful in situations where a

franchisor is contacted by a prospect in a state in which the franchisor does not have a general
intention to expand. lf the transaction is exempt, the franchisor can pursue the opportunistic
sale without having to spend the time and effort needed to obtain a registration.

b. Fractional Franchise Exemption

A fractional franchise may exist when the putative franchised business is expected to
represent a small portion of an existing business. Generally, a fractional franchise exists where
the putative franchised business will accounlfor20o/o or less of the existing businesses'sales in

the first year. Some states will also require that the putative franchisee have a certain amount
of experience in a related business for the transaction to qualify as the sale of a fractional
franchise.

c. Minimum Pavment Exemption

A business which would othenruise be a franchise but requires a nominal payment, such

as less than $500, may be either excluded from the definition of a franchise or exempt from the
registration and disclosure requirements.

d. Larqe Initial lnvestment Exemption

lf the initial investment made by a franchisee is large, the state may presume that if the
franchisee can afford the payment, the franchisee must have enough business experience to
assess the risks and benefits of the franchise investment and does not need the protection of
the franchise laws. Note that this exemption is similar to the Large/Experienced/Seasoned
Franchisee exemption discussed below.

e. Extension. Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement ExemPtion

There may be an exemption when a franchise agreement is extended, renewed,
modified or amended and there is neither an interruption in the operation of the franchised
business, nor a material change in the agreement.

3. Exemptions Based on Franchisee's Gharacteristics

a. Large/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

A franchisee with a large net worth and/or significant experience in the business to be
franchised are very likely - in theory - to take their due diligence seriously and/or consult with
knowledgeable advisors before signing a franchise agreement. So, some states exempt
transactions involving these franchisees from registration.
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b. lnsider Exemption

Certain people who have intimate knowledge of the operations of the franchisor are

often presumed to be in a position that would not benefit greatly from the additional protections

that a state agency's review of a franchise registration may provide. These "insiders" are

usually defined as persons who own at least a 50o/o interest in the prospective franchisee and

for at least the previous two years have been an officer, director, or owner of an interest in

franchisor.

4.

a. Exemption bv Order

Many states allow the state agency responsible for enforcing the franchise registration
law to grant exemptions when registration is not necessary to protect prospective investors and

is not in the public interest. This may be called an "exemption by order." An exemption by order
is an individualized ruling that generally requires that a franchisor articulate a specific
explanation of why the sale of their franchises should be exempt.

b. Miscellaneous ExemPtions

There are several other exemptions that states may recognize, but most are of little
practical impact for traditional franchisors in managing their state sales compliance process.

They are mentioned here and are noted in the overview chart attached as Appendix A, but are

not included in the following state-by-state review. The "leased departments" exemption covers

businesses operating within a retail establishment, such as a department or division, that is not

required to purchase goods or services from the retail operator. A few states specifically
exempt the sale of securities from the franchise laws. Franchise sales by a sheriff, executor,

administrator, marshal, receiver, trustee in bankruptcy, guardian or conservator are often

exempt. The sale of a franchise to a bank, savings institution, trust company or insurance

company often does not require registration. A few states exempt bank credit card plans which

are credit cards issued by a bank. Petroleum franchises are often exempt from the

requirements of the franchise laws as other state and federal laws specifically apply to them.

The sale of motor vehicle dealerships may be excluded from the definition of a franchise or may

be exempt from registration and/or disclosure requirements. The sale of a cable

telecommunications business by a governmental entity may not require registration. lf there is
no written document with any of the material terms of the franchise agreement, registration and

disclosure may not be required. Finally, a franchisee who offers or sells a franchise for his own

account, when the sale is not effected by the franchisor, may be exempt from registration and

disclosure. California allows the sale of franchises once an application has been filed with the

state even though the franchise may not yet be registered. Some states will allow an exemption
when the franchisee will not operate the business in that state and is not a resident of that state.

The sale of an additional franchise to a franchisee currently operating the same type of
franchise may be exempt from registration and/or disclosure.
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State Exemptions and Variations

1. Galifornia

a. Large Franchisor Exemption

The large franchisor exemption in California exempts a transaction from registration an^d

some disclosuie,'u but the franchisor must file an annual notice with the state and pay a fee.27

To qualify for this exemption, (i) the franchisor must have a net worth of at least $5 million, on a
consolidated basis, (ii) the franchisor must have a net worth of $1 million and a company owning
at least 80% of the franchisor (a "Parent") must have a net worth of at least $5 million, or (iii) the
franchisor must have a net worth of at least $1 million - according to its unaudited financial
statement - and the Parent must have a net worth of at least $5 million, and must guarantee to
assume the franchisor's duties and obligations under the franchise agreement should the
franchisor become unable to perform them.28 Also, the franchisor or Parent, at all times during
the previous five years, must have had at least 25 franchisees, or conducted the same type of
business as is the subject of the franchise.2n ln California, the large franchisor exemption does
not completely exempt the franchisor from disclosure. While the franchisor is not required to
provide prospective franchisees with a franchise disclosure document, the franchisor must
provide specific information, much of which is extensive and is very similar to what is required to
be included in a franchise disclosure document, including a copy of the franchise agreement, a

description of payments and fees, and a statement regarding any restrictions on from whom the
franchisee may purchase products, to name a few.30 lf an existing franchise agreement is being
materially modified, the disclosure must include the proposed modifications.

The required annual notice filing should be filed between July 1 and December 31 of the
year before the year for which the exemption will be claimed.3l A notice may be filed in the
same year that an exemption is claimed, but the effective date will be the filing date and it will
expire on December 31 of that year. A renewal notice should be filed prior to the end of the
calendar year.

b. Gooperative Organization Exemption

California's Franchise lnvestment Law's definition of a franchise excludes nonprofit
organizations operated on a cooperative basis by and for independent retailers.32 To be
excluded though, the organization must fit all of the following criteria, including: (i) substantially
equal control and ownership by the members, (ii) limited membership to those who will avail
themselves of the organization's services, (iii) limited or no transfer of ownership, (iv) no return
on the capital investment, (v) members receive substantially equal benefits, (vi) no personal
liability by the members for the organization's obligations, (vii) the organization provides
services mainly for the member's use, (viii) each member receives a disclosure document, and

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31 101.

cAL. CODE REGS. rir. 10, S 310.101.

CAL. CORP. coDE S 31101(a).

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31101(b).

See CAL. CORP. CODE S 31101(c)(1).

cAL. CODE REGS. rit. 10, S 310.101.

CAL. CORP. coDE S 31005(c).

B.

27

2ø

29

30

31

32
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(ix) none of the organization's receipts, income or profit is paid to a for-profit entity, other than
for necessary goods and services.t' Because one of the criteria for this exemption is to provide

members of the organization with a disclosure document, it only exempts the organization from
registration. However, no filing with the state is required.

c. Fractional Franchise Exemption

California law recognizes the fractional franchise exemption ryhen the franchise adds a
new product or service line to the franchisee's existing business.3a While this exemption
releases the franchisor from both the disclosure and registration requirements, the franchisor
must file a notice of exemption and pay a fee before any offer or sale. To qualify as a fractional
franchise in California, all of the following must be met: (i) the prospective franchisee has been
involved in a business offering products or services substantially similar to those of the
franchised business for the previous 24 months, (ii) the new product or service is substantially
similar or related to the products or services the prospective franchisee's business currently
offers, (iii) the franchised business will be offered from the same location as the current
business, (iv) at the time of the agreement establishing the franchise, both parties anticipate that
the new business would not compose more than 20o/o of the franchisee's annual total sales, and
(v) the franchisor does not control the prospective franchisee.3s

As discussed in the Large Franchisor Exemption, the required annual notice filing should
be filed between July 1 and December 31 of the year before the year for which the exemption
will be claimed.36 A notice may be filed in the same year that an exemption is claimed, but the
effective date will be the filing date and it will expire on December 31 of that year. A renewal
notice should be filed prior to the end of the calendar year.

d. Minimum Pavment Exemption

An offer or sale of a franchise in California for which the initial fee is $500 or less is

exempt from both registration and disclosure.3T No filing is required.

e. Larqe/Experienced/SeasonedFranchiseeExemption

California allows for an exemption for large franchisees and a different exemption for
experienced franchisees. Both exempt a franchisor from registration and disclosure.

A sale of a franchise to a large franchisee can be exempt from both reg.istration and
disclosure, provided that the franchisor files a notice of exemption and pays a fee.oo To qualify
as a "large franchisee," each purchaser of the franchise must be either: (i) a partner, executive
officer or director of the franchisor, or any executive officer of its corporate general partner if
franchisor is a partnership, or a manager if franchisor is a limited liability company, (ii) an entity
with over $5 million in assets, but not an entity specifically formed to acquire the franchise, (iii) a

33 H.
34 cAL. coRP. coDE S 31108.
35 

M.

cAL. CODE REGS. tit. 10, S 310.101.

cAL. CODE REGS. tit. 10, S 310.011.

cAL. CORP. coDE S 31109(e).

36

37
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person whose net worth - including joint net worth with a spouse - is more than $1 million, (iv)

a person whose income exceeds $300,000 per year in the prior two years, or whose joint

income with a spouse exceeds $500,000 per year in the prior two years, and the person or
spouses have a reasonable expectation of receiving at least the same income in the current
year, or (v) an entity of which all equity owners fit the qualifications described in sections (i)
through (iv).3e Each purchaser of the franchise must also have knowledge and experience in
financial and business matters to the extent that the franchisor believes they can adequately
evaluate the risks of the investment.aO The purchase must be conducted with the intent to
operate the franchise and not to resell the franchise.at The initial cash fee cannot exceed 10%

oi tne purchaser's net worth, if the purchaser is a natural person.o' Finally, the law makes clear
that this exemption may not be used as a plan to avoid registration - the franchisor or its
officers, directors, employees or agents may not form, organize, engage^ or assist anyone to
purchase a franchise for iesale or distribution to qualify for an exemption.o' As with California's
Large Franchisor Exemption, the required annual notice filing should be filed between Ju.ly I
and December 31 of the year before the year for which the exemption will be claimed.aa A
notice may be filed in the same year that an exemption is claimed, but the effective date will be

the filing date and it will expire on December 31 of that year. A renewal notice should be filed
prior to the end of the calendar year.

The sale of a franchise to an "experienced franchisee" may also be exempt from

registration and disclosure in California. An experienced franchisee is one where any one of the
following apply: (i) at least one owner of at least a 50o/o interest in the prospective franchisee, in

the prior seven years had at least 24 months of responsibility for both financial and operational
aspects of a business that is substantially similar to the franchised business and the owner is
not controlled by the franchisor, (ii) at least one owner of at least a 50o/o interest in the
prospective franchisee, within the previous 60 days has had at least 24 months of experience as

an officer, director, managing agent or owner of at least a 25o/o interest in the franchisor, or (iii)
the sale is to an existing franchisee, or an entity of which an officer, director, managing agent or

owner holds at least a 25o/o inlerest in a current franchisee, as long as in either case the entity
or person, for at least 24 months, has been involved in a business that is substantially similar to
the franchised business.as To claim this exemption the franchisor must file a notice with the
Commissioner of Corporations and pay a fee wití'rin 15 calendar days after the sale.a6

f. Insider E¡e¡¡pllg

An explanation of the California lnsider ExemptionaT is included in the discussion of the
California Large/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption.
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CAL. CORP. coDE S 31 109(a).

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31109(b).

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31109(c).

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31109(d).

cAL. CORP. CODE S 31109(0.
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CAL. CORP. CODE S 31106(a).
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2. Hawaii

a. Extension. Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement Exemption

Neither registration nor disclosure is required when (i) an existing franchise is extended
or renewed, (ii) a modified or amended franchise agreement is exchanged or substituted, or (iii)
the location of a franchise is transferred, but there is no interruption in the franchisee's business,
and there is no material change in the franchise relationship.ot The franchisor is not required to
file anything with the state.

b. Exemption bv Order

The Director of Commerce and Consumer Affairs may deem certain transactions,
people, entities or industries exempt from registration and disclosure after considering if such an

exemption is within the public interest and whether information which would othen¡vise be

required to be disclosed would be material to a determination of whether a prospective franchise
has a reasonable chance of success.ae The franchisor should submit a letter explaining the
reasoning for why it should be granted an exemption by order.

3. lllinois

a. Large Franchisor Exemption

lllinois recognizes two forms of "large franchisor" exemption - one with a net worth
threshold of $5 million and another with a net worth threshold of $15 million.

An offer or sale made by a franchisor with a net worth of at least $15 million (or atleast
$1 million, if its Parent has a net worth of at least $15 million) is exempt from registration.uo No

filings with the state are required. On a practical note though, if a franchisor has previously
been registered, it may be advisable to withdraw any existing registration before relying on this
exemption so that the franchisor's application is not listed as "terminated" upon expiration. A
terminated registration may have the effect of chilling potential franchise sales.

Alternatively, if a franchisor's net worth is at least $5 million (or at least $1 million, if its
Parent's net worth is at least $5 million, and the Parent guarantees to assume the franchisor's
duties and obligations under the franchise agreement in the event that the franchisor becomes
unable to perform them), an offer or sale made by that franchisor may be exempt from

registration.sl To be exempt, the franchisor, its Parent or Parent of franchisor's predecessor,
also must have had at least 25 franchises conducting business in the franchise system in the
previous five years.5' lf the franchisor has conducted a business that is substantially the same
as the franchised business, that can fulfill t ìree years of the required experience."" The

HAW. REV. STAT. S a82E-a@)þ).

HAW. REV. STAT. S 48284(b).

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815: 705/8(aX1).

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14, $ 200.202(e)(1).

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14, S 20o.202(e)(2).

td.
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franchisor must still provide disclosure and the exemption will immediately terminate if the
franchisor no longer meets the requirements of it.sa To qualify for this exemption, the franchisor
must submit a cover letter to the lllinois Attorney General, explaining how the net worth and
experience requirements were met, and including a copy of the disclosure document, uniform
consent to service of process, and a certification page.5s This information must be submitted
prior to any offer or sale. Exemption applications in lllinois receive an expedited review, but the
exemption is not deemed effective upon receipt. Once the application has been reviewed and
deemed effective, the exemption will be given an effective date and a termination date. The
termination date is the same as the anniversary date for a franchise registration, so if a

franchisor would like to continue using the exemption, an annual renewal must be filed before
the termination date.

b. Limited Offer Exemption

See the discussion below of the Exemption by Order.

c. Fractional Franchise Exemption

lf a franchisee has been in the same type of business as the franchised business for at
least two years and at the time of the agreement both the franchisee and franchisor anticipate,
or should have anticipated, that sales from their relationship would comprise no more than 20o/o

of franchisee's sales in the first year operating the franchised business, there is no registration
or disclosure required.uu No filing with the state is required for this exemption.

d. Minimum Pavment Exemption

Under the lllinois Franchise Disclosure Act of 1987, the definition of "franchise" only
includes agreements under which a franchise fee of $500 or more is required.sT Therefore,
transactions requiring a fee of less than $500 are not subject to either the franchise registration
or disclosure laws.

e. Large Initial lnvestment Exemption

See the discussion below of the Exemption by Order.

f. Extension, Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement Exemotion

An offer or sale involving an extension or renewal of an existing franchise or the
exchange or substitution of a modified or amended franchise agreement, that includes no

interruption of the operation of the franchised business is exempt from registration and
disclosure.ut No filing with the state is required.

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14,5200.2o2(e)(s)-(+).

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14, $ 200.202(e)(5).

lLL. CoMP. STAT. S 815: 705/3(1)(ii).

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815: 705/3(1)(c).

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815:70517.
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g Larqe/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

An offer or sale to a franchisee, its Parent or its affiliates, who has been in business at
least five years and has a net worth of at least $5 million is also exempt from registration, but
not disclosure.un There is no required filing with the state.

h. Insider Exemption

lf one of the purchasers of at least a 50o/o ownership interest in the franchise has been
an officer, director, general partner, individual with management responsibility for the offer and
sale of the franchisor's franchises, the administrator of the franchised network, or has been an
owner of at least a 25o/o interest in franchisor, for at least two years, an offer or sale to that
person is exempt from registration.60 The franchisor does not need to file anything with the
state.

i. Exemption by Order

By order, the lllinois Attorney General may limit what disclosures are required for certain
classes of franchises when in the public interest 61

A franchisor that plans to sell only one or two franchises within the following year is likely
able to use this exemption, but the exemption is discretionary. Also, exemption from disclosure
will only be allowed if the lllinois Attorney General specifically excuses the franchisor from the
disclosure requirements.62 lllinois characterizes the exemption from registration of the sale of
one or two franchises within a yeæ as being within the public interest. To apply for an
exemption by order, the franchisor should submit a cover letter describing the basis for the
exemption to the lllinois Attorney General, along with a copy of the disclosure document, among
other things.63

When an offer or sale applies to a single unit franchise for which the minimum initial
investment is more than $1 million, it may be exempt from disclosure and registration.oa The
franchisor is only exempt from disclosure though if the lllinois Attorney General specifically
excuses the franchisor from that requirement. The following must be submitted for
consideration of this exemption: (i) a cover letter describing the basis for the exemption, (ii) a list
of administrative agencies which have granted or denied exemptions or opinions, along with
copies of those exemptions or opinions, (iii) a statement of the number of franchises the
franchisor plans to sell in lllinois in the next 12 months, (iv) a list of all lllinois franchise sales
since the most recent franchise disclosure document submitted with the exemption application,
(v) the Uniform Franchise Registration Application, (vi) Supplemental lnformation Page, (vii)

Sales Agent Disclosure Form, (viii) Uniform Consent to Service of Process, (ix) Certification

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815: 705/8(a)(2).

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815:705/8(a)(3).

lLL. COMP. STAT. S 815:705/9.

rLL. ADMtN. CODE tit. 14, S 200.201(b).

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14, S 200.201 (including the list of what is required in the cover letter, how the state
defìnes "in the public interest," and the criteria to apply for an exemption for the sale of a single unit franchise in
which the minimum investment is more than $1,000,000).

lLL. ADMIN. CODE tit. 14, S 200.201(c).

60

62
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Page, (x) auditor's consent letter, and (xi) franchise disclosure document, current within 120
days.65

Applications for exemption by order will not be effective upon receipt, but the review will
be conducted on an expedited basis.

4. lndiana

a. Larqe Franchisor Exemption

An offer or sale is exempt from registration and disclosure if the franchisor meets net
worth, experience and disclosure requirements.oo For the net worth requirement, the franchisor
must have a net worth of at least $5 million (or at least $1 million, if its Parent has a net worth of
at least $5 million).ut The franchisor's (or its Parent's) experience must consist of having had at
least 25 franchisees conducting business at all times during the previous five years, or the
franchisor (or its Parent) conducting the business which is the subject of the franchise
continuously for the prior five years.ut The franchisor must also disclose, in writing, some items
of information (which are typically included in a disclosure document) to each prospective
franchisee, including the franchisor's business experience, a statement of fees charged to
franchisees, any limitation on goods or services the franchisees may offer, and must provide the
prospective franchisee with a copy of the proposed franchise contract, to name a few
requirements.ôe This exemption is self-executing, meaning that a franchisor does not need to
file any documents with the state. But, if a franchisor would prefer to have confirmation from the

state that it does in fact meet the requirements for this exemption, the franchisor may submit a

cover letter, financial statements, a franchise disclosure document on CD-ROM, and a $50 fee.
The Securities Division of the lndiana Secretary of State will review the materials and will
provide written confirmation of exempt status.

b. Limited Offer Exemption

lf the franchisor sells no more than one franchise in any 24 month period, the offer or
sale of that franchise does not need to be registered or disclosed.To No notice filing is required
prior to the offer or sale.71

c. Exemption bv Order

The rules regarding registration and disclosure do not apply to an offer or sale exempted
by the lndiana Securities Commissioner by rule_or order because it is not necessary in the
pûOtic interest or for the protection of investors.T2 A franchisor who wishes to apply for an

65 rLL. ADMTN. coDE tit. 14, S 200.201(a).

rND. CODE 523-2-2.5-3.
lND. CODE $ 23-2-2.5-3(a).

tND. CODE S 23-2-2.5-3(b).

lND. coDE $ 23-2-2.5-3(c).

rND. CODE S 23-2-2.5-3

SECURITIES DIVISION, STATE OF INDIANA SECRETARY OF STATE, IN THE MATTER OF: FRANCHISE
TSOLATED SALE EXEMPTION CLAIMS PURSUANT TO lC 23-2-2.5-3, Administrative Order No. 96-0133
(1 ee6).

tND. CODE 523-2-2.5-5
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exemption by order should send the Securities Division of the lndiana Secretary of State a letter
explaining why an exemption by order should be granted.

5. Marvland

a. Large Franchisor Exemption

An offer or sale is exempt from registration when the franchisor has a net equity of at
least $10 million (or $1 million, if its Parent has a net equity of at least $10 million and the
Parent guarantees the performance of the franchisor's obligations), and the franchisor has had
at least 25 franchisees conducting the same franchised business continuously during the past

five years.73 The franchisor must file a notice of exemption no less than 10 business days
befoie the offer or sale and a notice of exemption must be filed annually.Ta The franchisor must
also file a consent to service of process, agree to supply any additional requested information,
pay a fee, submit financial statements to prove the net worth requirement, submit a

representation that the franchisor meets the experience requirement, and file its current
disclosure document.Ts A self-addressed stamped envelope should also be included for the
state to provide confirmation of receipt of the filing and the assigned exemption number.Tu The
Securities Division of the Maryland Attorney General's Office will have 10 business days to
review the application and will assign an effective date.

b. Minimum Pavment Exemption

The offer or sale of a franchise where the franchise fee does not exceed $100 on an

annual basis is exempt from the registration provisions of the Maryland Franchise Law.77 There
is no filing with the state required.

c. Larqe lnitial lnvestment Exemption

lf the franchisor requires an initial investment of more than $750,000, the registration
provisions of the Maryland 

'Franchise 
Registration and Disclosure Law do not apply.Tu But, the

franchisor must file a notice of exemption no later than 10 business days before the offer or
sale. The filing is not effective upon receipt as the state will have 10 business days in which to
review the submission. The notice of exemption must be filed annually, and with the initial filing,
the franchisor must also file the consent to service of process, agree to supply any requested
additional information, pay a filing fee, and file a copy of the current franchise disclosure
document.Te A self-addressed stamped envelope should also be included for the state to
provide confirmation of receipt of the filing and t re assigned exemption number.8o
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d. Exemption bv Order

The Securities Commissioner may exempt any transaction from registration if

registration is not within the purpose of the franchise law, or is not necessary or appropriate in

the public interest or for the protection of investors.sl To apply for an exemption by order, either
the franchisor or a franchisee shall file with the Securities Commissioner a description of the

transaction or class of franchises and explain why an exemption is appropriate, including
providing a representation that any additional information requested will be provided.s2 lf the

Securities Commissioner believes that the criteria for the exemption have been satisfied, then

the franchisor must file a notice of exemption no later than 10 business days before the offer or

sale of any franchise, and must file the notice of exemption annually. Also, at the same time the
franchisor files the notice of exemption, the franchisor must file a consent to service of process,

agree to provide any additional requested information, pay a filing fee, and must file one copy of
the current disclosure document.s3 A self-addres sed stamped envelope should also be included

for the state to provide confirmation of receipt of the filing and the assigned exemption
number.sa Note that the notice of exemption must be filed at least 10 business days in advance
of the offer or sale, so the application for exemption by order must be submitted far enough in

advance to allow the Securities Commissioner time to review and possibly grant the exemption,

and for the franchisor to provide proper disclosure to the prospective franchisee.

6. Michiqan

a. Gooperative Organizations Exemption

An offer or sale involving a nonprofit organization operated on a cooperative basis by

and for independent retailers is exempt from both the registration and disclosure requirements
as long as all of the following apply: (i) the members hold substantially equal control and

ownership, (ii) members must be those who use the organization's services, (iii) ownership may

not be transferred, or only may be transferred in limited circumstances, (iv) members do not

receive a return on any capital investments, (v) the members receive substantially equal

economic benefits, on the basis of patronage in the organization, and (vi) members are
generally not liable for the organization's obligations.ss Additionally, the goods and services of
the organization must be primarily received by the members, none of the income or profits of the

organization may go to any profit-making entities (other than for necessary goods and services),

and the members must not be required to purchase goods or services through any profit-making

entity.86 The franchisor is not required to provide any kind of notice to the state.

b. Fractional Franchise Exemption

An offer or sale is exempt from the notification and disclosure requirements of the

Michigan Franchise lnvestment Law if: (i) a prospective franchisee is presently engaged in an

established business of which the franchise will become a component, (ii) the franchise has

MD. CODE ANN., BUS. REG. S 14-214(b)(3).

MD. CODE REGS. S 02.02.08.10.G.

MD. CODE REGS. S 02.02.08.10.G(5).

MD. CODE REGS. S 02.02.08.10.H.(3).

MICH. COMP. LAWS S 2145.1504a(A)-(F).

MICH. coMP. LAWS $ aa5.15oaa(G)-(l).
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been engaged in the type of business represented by the franchise relationship for at least two
years, and (iii) the parties believe, at the time the agreement was made, that the sales from the
iranchise will not make up more than 20% of the franchisee's total gross sales.87 But, if the
franchisor has a disclosure statement that complies with either the FTC Rule or any state laws,
then the franchisor must provide that statement to the prospective franchisee along with the
notice described in Section 445.1508(3) of the Michigan Franchise lnvestment Law, and a copy
of all proposed agreements relating to the franchise sale.88 The franchisor is not required to file
anything with the state.

c. Minimum Pavment Exemption

lf a franchise fee is not over $500, the franchisor is not required to place the state on
notice or provide prospects with disclosure.tn However, if the franchisor has a disclosure
statement that complies with either the FTC Rule or any state laws, then the franchisor must
provide that statement to the prospective franchisee along with the notice described in Section
445.1508(3) of the Michigan Franchise lnvestment Law, and a copy of all proposed agreements
relating to the franchise sale.eo

d. Extension, Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise@

The franchisor is not required to notify the state or disclose the prospective franchisee
upon the extension or renewal of an existing franchise or the exchange or substitution of a
modified or amended franchise agreement.el There also must not be either an interruption in
the operation of the business, or a material change in the franchise relationship. But, if the
franchisor has a disclosure statement that complies with either the FTC Rule or any state laws,
then the franchisor must provide that statement to the prospective franchisee along with the
notice described in Section 445.1508(3) of the Michigan Franchise lnvestment Law, and a copy
of all proposed agreements relating to the franchise sale.s2

7. Minnesota

a. Limited Offer Exemption

The offer or sale of a franchise is exempt from the registration requirements of
Minnesota's Franchises Law if a franchisor offers or sells only one franchise, not including an

area franchise, during any period of 12 consecutive months and has not advertised the sale.s3

The franchisor must also place all funds related to the sale in an escrow account until all of the
franchisor's obligations to the franchisee prior to opening have been completed. ln addition, the
franchisor must file a written notice with the Minnesota Commissioner of Commerce of its intent

MrcH. coMP. LAWS S 445.1506(h).

MrcH. coMP. LAWS SS 445.1506(2),445j508.

MICH. COMP. LAWS $ aa5.1506(c).

MrcH. coMP. LAWS SS 445.1506(2),445j508

MICH. COMP. LAWS $ 445.1506(e).

MrcH. coMP. LAWS SS 445.1506(2),445.1508

MINN. STAT. S 80c.03(eX1)-(2).
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to offer or sell a franchise pursuant to this exemption, no laterthan 10 business days priorto the
sale.sa

b. Fractional Franchise Exemption

The offer or sale of a fractional franchise is exempt from Minnesota's registration
requirements.es Under Minnesota law, a fractional franchise is one in which the franchisee or
any of its principal officers or directors have been in the same type of business as the franchise
for more than two years, and the parties anticipate that the sales from the relationship will not

exceed 2Oo/o of the franchisee's total dollar sales volume.e6

c. Minimum Pavment Exemption

lf the "franchisee's" annual payment is less than $100, the relationship is excluded from
the definition of a franchise, and is therefore not subject to Minnesota's franchise registration or
disclosure laws.eT

d. Larqe lnitial Investment Exemption

lf the initial, unfinanced investment in a franchise system exceeds $200,000, the
disclosure requirements are not as detailed, but the franchisor must file the registration with the
Commissioner of Commerce, in addition to the financial statements and the names, addresses
and business telephone numbers of all franchisees located in Minnesota.eB

e. Exemption bv Order

The Commissioner of Commerce may exempt a transaction from the registration rules if
it is not within the purposes of the franchise laws and the registration is not necessary or
appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors.es

8. New York

a. Larqe Franchisor Exemption

New York recognizes two forms of "Large Franchisor" exemption - one with a net worth
threshold of $15 million and anotherwith a net worth threshold of $5 million. An offer or sale
made by a franchisor with a net worth of at least $15 million (or $3 million, if its Parent has a net
worth of at least $15 million), may be exempt from the registration provisions of the New York
franchise law if it meets more limited disclosure obligations that are required of non-exempt
franchisors.l00 A franchisor may take advantage of this exemption if it provides the limited

disclosure to each prospect at least 7 days before the execution of a franchise agreement or the

s4 MINN. srAT. S 8oc.o3(eX3)-(4).
e5 MrNN. srAT.S soc.o3(Ð.
e6 MINN. srAT.S 80c.01.18.
e7 MINN. srAT.S 8oc.o1(c).
sB MINN. R. S 2860.81oo-B3oo.
ee MINN. srAT.g 8oc.o3(g).
1oo N.Y. cEN. BUS. LAW g 68a.3(a).
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receipt of any consideration.tot This larger of the "Large Franchisor" exemptions is self-
executing - no filing is required. The limited disclosures generally include information already
required by the FTC Rule, so as a practical matter, a franchisor's disclosure obligations under
this exemption are met by providing a standard franchise disclosure document.

An offer or sale made by a franchisor with a net worth of at least $5 million (or, if the
franchisor has a net worth of at least $1 million and its Parent has a net worth of at least $5
million) may also be exempt from registration.lo2 The disclosure obligations for a franchisor
intending to take advantage of this smaller of the "Larg-e Franchisor" exemptions are the same
as those of the larger "Large Franchisor" exemption.103 But, the exemption also requires that
the franchisor file a consent to service of process and an exemption application, along with
paying a fee.loa

b. Limited Offer Exemption

lf a franchisor does not actively solicit franchise sales in New York, it may be able to
respond to limited opportunities in the siate without having to file a full registration application.l05
lf a transaction is the result of an offer that is directed to no more than two people, the
franchisee has no right to offer franchises to others, and there is no commission paid for
soliciting a prospective franchisee in New York, the sales resulting from those offers may be

exempt from registration.ro6 The only requirement to take advantage of this exemption (other
than providing disclosure) is that the franchisor be domiciled in New York or have filed a
consent to service of process with the Department of Law.r07

c. Fractional Franchise Exemption

The offer or sale of a fractional franchise may be exempt from registration. A fractional
franchise in New York exists if: (i) the franchisee has been engaged in the business of offering
products or services substantially similar or related to what is offered by the franchised business
for the previous 24 months, (ii) the franchised business will be operated from the same location
as the existing business, (iii) both parties anticipated that the sales from the franchised business
would not account for more than 20o/o of the franchisee's total annual sales, and (iv) the
franchisee is not controlled by the franchisor.los Unlike many fractional franchise exemptions
available in other states, in New York the franchisor must notify the Department of Law of the
specific circumstances of the transaction and pay a fee.10n

101 H.

N.Y. GEN. BUS. L,AW S 684.2(a).

N.Y. GEN. BUS. L,AW $ 68a.2(b)-(c).

N.Y. GEN. BUS. LAW S 684.2; N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 13, S 200.10(3).

N.Y. GEN. BUS. LAW S 684.3(c).

td.

td.

N.Y. COMP. coDES R. & REGS. tit. 13, S 200.10(2Xa)-(e).

N.y. coMP. coDES R. & REGS. tit. 13, SS 200.10(2X0, 200.10(3)
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9. North Dakota

a. Larqe Franchisor Exemption

Like several other states, North Dakota provides an exemption from registration for
offers or sales made by large.franchisors. To be eligible, a franchisor must have a net worth of
at least $10 million (or a net worth of at least $1 million if the franchisor's Parent has a net woÉh
of at least $10 million).tto ln addition, it (or its Parent) must have had at least 25 franchisees for
the previous five years.111 Exempt franchisors must provide disclosure of certain information to
prospects, including information that is typically provided in a disclosure document and a

description of any material modifications.ll2 To obtain the large franchisor exemption,_.q
franchisor must file a notice of exemption with the Securities Commissioner and pay a fee.113

The exemption is not effective upon receipt, but is effective on the day that the payment enters
the Nodh Dakota Securities Department's system, which may be a day or so later. The North

Dakota Securities Department will send the franchisor a notice with that effective date. The
notice of exemption must be renewed annually, with the effective date being the date the
Securities Commissioner receives the notice.

b. Cooperative Orqanization Exemption

Offers or sales involving cooperative organizations may be exempt from the registration
requirements of the North Dakota Franchise lnvestment Law if the organization is a nonprofit
entity formed for the exclusive benefit of its own members. To obtain this exemption, the
cooperative organization must satisfy the following conditions: (i) each member's control and
ownership is equal, (ii) only those who benefit from the services the organization provides may

be members, (iii) ownership transfer is limited or prohibited, (iv) there is no return on the capital
investment, (v) without a direct undertaking, members are not personally liable for the
corporation's obligations, (vi) the services provided to the members are primarily for only their
use, (vii) each member or prospect receives the most recent audited financial statements,
governing documents, and agreement, and (viii) the corporation has had at least 25 franchises
conducting business during the previous five years or has conducted the business which is the
subject oitne franchise for the previous five years.1la The exemption is obtained by filing a
certification with the Securities Commissioner.

c. Exemption bv Order

The Securities Commissioner may also exempt a transaction from the registration
requirements by rule if the transaction is not within the purposes of the Franchise lnvestment
Law and registration of the transaction is not necessary or appropriate in the public interest or

for the protèction of investors.115 A franchisor needs to submit a letter explaining why the
Securities Commissioner should grant an exemption by order.

110

't't1

112

N.D. CENT. CODE S 51-19-04.1.a.

N.D. CENT. CODE S 51-19-04.1.b.

N.D. CENT. CODE S 51-19-04.1.c.

N.D. CENT. CODE S 51-19-04.1.e.

N.D. ADMTN. CODE S 73-03-01-01.

N.D. CENT. CODE S 51-19-04.3.
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10. Rhode lsland

a. Larqe Franchisor ExemPtion

Rhode lsland's form of Large Franchisor Exemption is available for franchisor's that

have a net worth of at least $10 million (or whose Parent - who unconditionally guarantees the

franchisor's performance and consents to service in Rhode lsland - has a net worth of at least

$10 million).116 Like several other states, to be eligible for this exemption the franchisor must

also meet an experience requirement, meaning that the franchisor or its Parent must have had

at least 25 franchisees, all at different locations, conducting the business that is the subject of

the franchise for the previous five years.ttt The franchisor must also file an annual notice of

exemption with the Director of Business Regulation, and P?y a fee.118 An exempt franchisor
must still provide disclosure to prospective franchisees.ttn The notice of exemption must

include the disclosure document and must be filed prior to the offer or sale. lt is not effective
upon receipt. The disclosure document will be reviewed by the state examiner. While the

review of the disclosure document is not expedited, it is not as thorough as it would be for a full

franchise registration application. Unless noted othenruise by the Director of Business

Regulation, the exemption expires 15 months afterthe close of the perioÉcovered bythe most

recént audited financial statement filed in connection with the exemption.120

b. Extension. Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Ag reement ExemPtion

lf an offer or sale of a franchise involves a renewal, extension, modification or

amendment of an existing franchise agreement, and there is no interruption in the operation of

the franchised business and no material change in the franchise relationship, then it is exempt

from registration.l2l No filing with the state is required.

c. Larqe/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

No filing with the state is required for Rhode lsland's experienced franchisee exemption,
which exempts an offer or sale from registration. An experienced franchisee under the Rhode

lsland Franchise lnvestment Act is one who has a net worth of at least $1 million (including the

spouse's income, but excluding the value of their residence, personal vehicles and personal

effects), or has joint income with the spouse that is greater than $200,000 in the past two years

and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the lame amount for the current year.t" The

franchisee must also have sufficient knowledge and experience in business and financial affairs

to be able to evaluate the risks and benefits of the franchise.123

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 1e-28.1-6(aX1).

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(aX2).

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 1e-28.1-6(aX4).

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 1e-28.1-6(a)(3).

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(aX4).

R.r. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(f).

R.r. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(dX1).

R.r. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(dX2).
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d. Insider Exemption

An offer or sale to a person who, for at least two years, has been an officer, director,
partner or affiliate of the franchisor, when that offer or sale is for the person's own account, is
exempt from registration.l2a The franchisor does not need to file anything with the state.

e. Exemption bv Order

The Director of Business Regulation may exempt the offer or sale of a franchise from
registration by order when registration is neither necessary nor appropriate in the public interest
or for the protection of prospective franchisees.l2s The franchisor should submit a letter to the
Director of Business Regulation explaining why an exemption by order should be granted.

11. South Dakota

a. Fractional Franchise Exemption

When a fractional franchise exists in South Dakota, neither registration nor disclosure is

required.126 A fractional franchise under the South Dakota Franchise lnvestment Law exists
when there is a reasonable basis to anticipate that sales from a relationship will not exceed 20%
of the franchisee's total sales in the first year.127 The franchisee or any of its directors or
officers, or the directors or officers of a Parent or affiliate must also have more than two years of
experience in the same type of business.r2t No filing with the state is required.

b. Minimum Pavment Exemption

Similar to other states, an offer or sale is exempt from registration and disclosure if the
total of the required payments, or commitments to make a required payment are less than $500.
These are payments made to the franchisor or an affiliate between the time before operations
begin to within 6 months after operations begin.ttn The franchisor does not need to file anything
with the state.

c. Larqe Initial Investment Exemption

When a franchisee's initial investment is at least $1 million (excluding the cost of
unimproved land and any financing from the franchisor or an affiliate), the transaction is exempt
from registration and disclosure. The franchisee is required to sign an acknowledgment to verify
the amount of the transaction.l3o The state does not require any filing or notification.

R.l. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(c).

R.r. GEN. LAWS S 19-28.1-6(i).

s.D. coDrFrED LAWS S 37-58-12(3).

s.D. coDrF|ED LAWS S 37-58-1(1oxb).

S.D. CODIFIED I-AWS S 37-58-1(1OXa).

s.D. coDrF|ED LAWS S 37-58-12(5).

s.D. coDrFrED LAWS S 37-58-13(1).
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d. Larqe/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

An offer or sale to a large franchisee may be exempt if the large franchisee is one whose
net worth is at least $5 million ánd it has been in business for at least 5 years.131 The exemption
may also be satisfied if the franchisee's Parent or affiliate meets the net worth and experience
requirements.l32 If an offer or sale is exempt, there is no required registration, disclosure or
filing with the state.

e. lnsider Exemption

Offers or sales to insiders will be exempt from both registration and disclosure and there
is no state filing required. An insider, under the South Dakota Franchise lnvestment Law's
insider exemption, is an officer, director, general partner, individual with management
responsibility for the offer and sale of franchises, the administrator of the franchised network, or
an owner of at least a 25o/o interest in the franchise.l33 To qualify for the exemption one or more
purchasers of at least a 50o/o ownership interest in the franchise, within 60 days of the sale,
must be an insider who has been in the position for at least two years.l3a

f. Exemption bv Order

The Director of the Division of Securities may exclude the offer and sale of a franchise
from the registration and disclosure requirements if registration and disclosure are not
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of prospective franchisees.t'u
Prior to the offer or sale, the franchisor should submit a letter to the Director of the Division of
Securities explaining why an exemption by order may be warranted.

12. Virqinia

a. Large Franchisor Exemption

When a franchise is offered or sold by a franchisor who has a net equity of not less than

$15 million (or not less than $1 million and a Parent has a net equity of not less than $15 million
and the Parent guarantees the franchisor's obligations), and the franchisor, a Parent, or
predecessor had at least 25 franchisees conducting the same business as the type that is

offered for the prior five years, then there is no registration requirement.lto Ten business days
before the offer or sale, the franchisor must file a notice of claim of exemption and the franchisor
must submit financial statements to demonstrate compliance with the financial requirements.l3T
The State Corporation Commission will notify the franchisor as to the date the exemption
becomes effective. ln addition to filing the notice of claim of exemption, the franchisor must also
file, at least 10 business days before the offer or sale of any franchise, a consent to service of
process, an authorizing resolution if the franchisor is a corporation or padnership and the

131 s.D. coDrFrED LAWS S 37-sB-13(2).
132 ø.
133 s.D. coDrFrED LAWS S 37-58-13(4).
134 

M.

135 
r s.D. coDrFrED LAWS S 37-58-1s.

136 21vA. ADMTN. coDE S s-110-7s.4.
137 21vA. ADMTN. coDE S s-1io-75.4.b(1).
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application is verified by someone other than an officer or general partner, the franchise
disclosure document, a statement in which franchisor agrees to supply any additional
information requested by the commission, and an application fee.138 The exemption must be

renewed annually, with the initial exemption period expiring at midnight on the annual exemption
effective date. The renewal must be filed at least 10 business days before the expiration date
and must include the notice of claim of exemption, a copy of the franchise disclosure document,
and a renewal fee.13e With the filing, the franchisor should also include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope for the commission to return a confirmation of receipt.la0

b, Fractional Franchise Exemption

Under Virginia law, fractional franchises fall outside of the definition of a franchise. A
fractional franchise is defined as a contract or agreement that grants a retailer the right to utilize
a marketing plan or system to promote the sale or distribution of goods or services which are

incidental and ancillary to the principal business of the retailer, in that they account for less than
2Oo/o of the retailer's gross sâles. ln Virginia, neither registration nor disclosure is required.lal
Also, there is no required filing with the state.

c. Extension. Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Agreement ExemPtion

When a franchise is offered or sold and it involves a renewal or extension of an existing
franchise, no interruption in the operation of the franchised business, and no material change in

the franchise relationship, it is exempt from registration.la2 There is no required filing with the
state.

13. Washinqton

a. Larqe Franchisor Exemption

A large franchisor in Washington will be exempt from registration. Similar to other
states, the large franchisor exemption includes both a net worth and an experience requirement,
in addition to a disclosure requirement. The franchisor's net worth must be at least $5 million
(or if the franchisor has a net worth of at least $1 million and its Parent has a net worth of at

Èast $5 million), and the franchisee's initial payment must be more than $1OO,OOO.í43 Forthe
experience requirement, either the franchisor or its Parent must have had at least 25

franchisees conducting the business which is the subject of the franchise during the previous
five years.laa But, the franchisor must annually file with the Director of Financial lnstitutions a

138 ø.

21VA. ADMIN. CODE S 5-110-75.7.c.

21VA. ADMTN. CODE S 5-110-75.6.b

vA. coDE ANN. S 13.1-559.8

21VA. ADMTN. CODE S 5-110-75.2.

WASH. REV. CoDE SS 1e.100.030(4Xa), 1e.100.030(4XbXiXA), 1e.100.030(4XbX¡Xc).

WASH. REV. CODE SS 1e.100.030(4Xb)(D(B).
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statement that the franchisor is claiming this exemption and must pay filing fees initially and
upon annual renewal.las

b. Minimum Pavment Exemption

When a franchisor provides the disclosure document to a prospective franchisee and
charges a franchise fee that is not more than $500, the transaction is exempt from
registration.la6

c. Large/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

An offer or sale is exempt from registration if it is made to an accredited investor.loT An
accredited investor is one of the following, or one who the franchisor believes is one of the
following: a bank, savings and loan association or other institution whether acting in its

individual or fiduciary capacity, a broker or dealer, an insurance, investment or business
development company, a plan established and maintained by a state for the benefit of its

employees if the total assets are over $5 million, an employee benefit plan if the investment
decision is made by a fiduciary that is a bank, savings and loan association, insurance company
or investment adviser, or the plan has total assets of more than $5 million, or it is a self-directed
plan with investment decisions made solely by people who are accredited investors.la' Under
Washington's Franchise lnvestment Protection Act, the following are also accredited investors:
(i) a private business development company; (ii) a nonprofit organization, corporation,
Massachusetts or similar business trust, or parlnership that was not formed specifically to
acquire the franchise offered, that also has total assets of more than $5 million; (iii) a director,
executive officer, or general partner of franchisor; (iv) an individual who has a net worth of more
than $1 million, which may include joint net worth with the person's spouse; (v) an individual
with income of more than $200,000, or joint income with the spouse of more than $300,000, in

the previous two years with a reasonable expectation of receiving the same income this year;
(vi) a trust with assets in excess of $5 million that was not formed for the purpose of purchasing

the franchise, when the purchase is directed by a sophisticated person described in 17 C.F.R. $
230.506(b)(2Xii); and (vii) an entity in which all equity owners are accredited investors.las

d. lnsider Exemption

See the discussion of the Experienced Franchisee Exemption.

WASH. ADMIN. CODE S 460-80-100.

WASH. REV. coDE S 19.100.30(4Xa), (aXbXiii)

WASH. REV. CODE S 19.100.030(5).

WASH. ADMTN. CODE 460-80-108(1).

wASH. ADMTN. CODE 460-80-1 08(2)-(8).
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14. Wisconsin

a. Gooperative Orqanizations Exemption

When an organization operates on a cooperative basis by and for independent retailers
and sells goods at wholesale to its members or primarily serves its members, it is not bound by

the franchise registration or disclosure requirements.l5o

b. Fractional Franchise Exemption

Neither registration nor disclosure is required for fractional franchises. Similar to other
states, Wisconsin's fractional franchise exemption covers when sales from a relationship a¡9

anticipated to only account for2}o/o or less of the franchisee's total sales during the first year.tu'

The exemption also includes an experience requirement under which a franchisee, its officers or

directors must have been in the business which is the subject of the franchise for at least two
years.

c. Minimum Pavment Exemption

Registration is not required for an offer or sale of a franchise including a payment for the
right to participate in a distribution or marketing plan where the payment does not exceed

91,000 more than the bona fide wholesale price for the products or^ services in wholesale
transactions.lu2 Also, a fee must be paid to the Division of Securities,ls3 and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope should be included if you would like to receive a written approval of the
exemption.

d. Extension. Renewal. Modification. or Amendment of
Franchise Agreement Exem Ption

The modification or amendment of an existing franchise agreement, with no interruption
in the operation of the franchise business and no material change in the franchise relationship,
does not require registration.tua When a franchise business interrupts service to relocate, that
does not constitute an interruption in operation or a material change in the franchise
relationship. Also, a fee must be paid to the division,lss and a self-addressed, stamped
envelope should be included if you would like to receive a written approval of the exemption.

e. Large/Experienced/Seasoned Franchisee Exemption

The experienced franchisee exemption under the Wisconsin Franchise lnvestment Law

applies when the fee for the purchase of the franchise is at least $100,000, provided that the

initial amount does not exceed 2Oo/o of the franchisee's net worth (excluding the values of the
principal residence, furnishings and automobiles).156 ln addition to the financial requirements,

wrs. STAT. s 553.22(3).

wrs. STAT. s 553.22(1).

wrs. ADMTN. coDE SEC S 32.05(1Xb).

WlS. ADMIN. coDE SEc S 35.01(1Xa).

WlS. ADMIN. CODE SEC S 32.05(1Xg).

WlS. ADMIN. CODE SEC S 35.01(1Xa).

wrs. STAT. s 553.235(1).
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the franchisor must reasonably believe that the franchisee has sufficient knowledge and
experience in the business that is the subject of the franchise to evaluate the merits and risks of
the investment. This exemption may not be used for a motor vehicle dealer, distributor, or
wholesaler.lsT

f. Exemption bv Order

lf registration is not necessary or appropriate in the publicìnterest orforthe protection of
investors, the division may exempt a franchise from registration.tut lf within 10 days of filing an

application for exemption by order the Division of Securities requires the filing of additional
information, the exemption will not be effective until 10 days after that information is filed, unless
the Division of Securities allows for a shorter period.lsn lf a franchise is exempt by order,
franchisors must notify the division in writing, within 30 days, of any material event or material
change that affects the exempted franchises or the franchisor,160 and pay a fee.1u1

15. NASAA Proposed Model Exemptions

No discussion of the status of state franchise exemptions would be complete at this time
without a brief mention of the current initiative underway by the North American Securities
Administrators Association ("NASAA") to adopt a set of model exemptions. NASAA's current
draft of proposed model exemptions is attached as Appendix D. Currently, NASAA's proposed
exemptions include a form of fractional franchise exemption, an experienced franchisor
exemption, four types of sophisticated purchaser exemption, and a discretionary exemption.
lnterested parties will be able to submit comments on the proposed exemptions for a period of
30 days from the date of publication.tu' Following the comment period, NASAA may amend the
proposal and reissue it for additional comments. NASAA intends to work towards creating a
model act that it will ask the states to adopt. While most of the proposed model exemptions
include the same criteria for the exemptions as are required by the states, some add new
criteria.

VI. GONCLUSION

Complying with the franchise laws can be an overuvhelming task. This paper hopes to
clarify some of the requirements to help franchisors avoid a "dark period" or lapse in registration.
For any franchisor (or franchisor's counsel) seeking to navigate the process as seamlessly as
possible, certainly the best advice would be to begin with a thorough reading of the FTC
Franchise Rule, the NASAA Guidelines and the various state franchise statutes and regulations.
That advice alone will help avoid most of the stumbling blocks encountered in the registration
process. Occasionally, counsel for a franchisor may encounter an issue that is - by its nature -
vague or not well defined by applicable law. ln these circumstances, the most expeditious
approach may be to contact the appropriate state regulator and work out an acceptable solution
in advance.

wrs. STAT. s 553.235(2).

wts. STAT. s 553.25.

wts. STAT. s 553.24.

wrs. ADM|N. coDE sEc $ 32.03.

WlS. ADMIN. CODE SEC S 35.01(1Xa).

At the time this paper was submitted for publication, the comment period was still open.
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State Franchise Registration Renewal lnformat¡on

Financial 14 calendar

Date of Blackline Effectiveness ofrimely Filed Assurances day presale special Renewel

stâte Exp¡ration cD Rom? required? Releur4 App!!!g!!en Permitted lmpos¡tion of Financ¡al Assurance disclosure? Fee Requ¡rements

lf renewal application is submitted

at least 15 days Prior to exp date,

and lf no stop order in effect, Escrow, fee

Paper automatic renewal at 12 noon on deferral, sureÇ

110 days from required, the date on which the prior bond, guarantee, lf the franchisor fails to demonstrate that its f¡nanc¡al condit¡on is

californìa end offiscal year cD optional yes reg¡strat¡on is due to exp¡re. capital infus¡on adequate to fulf¡ll ¡ts franch¡se offering obligations Yes

Hawaii

lllinois

Maryland

M¡chigan

M¡nnesota

3 months after

close of fìscal

Year

120 days after
fiscal year end

1 year from
effective date

1 year from
effective date

1 year from
effective date

No expiration;
annual report
due w¡th¡n 120

days of fiscal
year end

Paper

required,
CD optional

Paper

required
for review,
CD requ¡red
for fìnal
FDD

CD only

Paper

required,
CD opt¡onal

Not
required

Paper

required,
CD opt¡onal

Yes

No

Yes (if
amendments

are made)

seven days after receipt.

Upon receipt. lf deficiences are

noted later by the Administrator,

however, use of the amended FDD

must cease and any prospective

franchisees must be redisclosed

with a corrected and aPProved

FDD.

On the annual expiration date.

lf t¡mely filed, on the annual date

of effectiveness. lf not timely filed,

MD will prov¡de not¡ficat¡on of the
effective date.

Upon rece¡pt.

Upon order ofthe commissioner.

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

capital infusion

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

cap¡tal infusion

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

capital ¡nfusion

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety

bond, Guarantee,
cap¡tal infus¡on,

undertaking

N/A

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

capital infus¡on

The franchisor or subfranchisor has fa¡led to demonstrate that

adequate financial arrangements have been made to fulf¡ll

obl¡gat¡ons to provide real estate ¡mprovements, equ¡pment,

training, or other ¡tems included in the offering. Yes

lf the Adm¡n¡strator finds that a franch¡sor has failed to

demonstrate that adequate fìnancial arrângements have been

made to fulfill obligations to provide real estate, ¡mprovements,

equipment, inventory, training, or other items to be included in

the establishment and opening of the franchise business being

offered. Yes

lf the franch¡sor has failed to demonstrate that adequate financ¡al

arrangements have been made to fulf¡ll obl¡gations to provide real

estate, improvements, equipment, inventory, training, or other

items included in the offering. No

lf the Commiss¡oner f¡nds that ¡t ¡s necessary and appropr¡âte for

the protection of prospective franchisees or subfranchisors

because a franchisor has not made adequate f¡nancial

arrangements to fulf¡ll the franchsior's obl¡gations under an

offer¡ng. Yes

N/A No

lf the franchisor fa¡ls to demonstrate that ¡ts financial condit¡on is

adequate to fulfìll its franchise offering obligations. No - 7 days

54s0

Franch¡sors must

report any new
franchise sales (and

proceeds therefrom)
within 90 days after

5250 its FY end.

Sloo

S2so

52so

Szso

sz00

Franchisors must
rePort var¡ous

¡nformation about
new franchise sales

within 120 days after

S150 ¡ts FY end.

No exp¡ration
unless franchisor
fails to file an

annual report
w¡th¡n 120 days Paper

of its fìscal year requ¡red,

end CD optionâl

Escrow, fee

Yes (if 15 days after submission of the deferral, surety

amendments amended FDD unless def¡cienc¡es bond, guarantee,

are made) are ¡dentified. capital ¡nfus¡on

lf the department of law f¡nds that the applicant for registration

has failed to demonstrete that adequate financial arrangements

have been made to fulfill obligat¡ons to provide real estate,

¡mprovements, equipment, inventory, train¡ng, or other items

¡ncluded ¡n the offering.

No-10
business days

New York



Financial 14 calendar

Date of Blackline Effectiveness ofTimely Filed Assurances day presale Spec¡al Renewal

state Exp¡rat¡on cD Rom? required? Renewal Appl¡cat¡on perm¡tted lmpos¡t¡on of F¡nancial Assuränce disclosure? Fee Requ¡rements

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety That the financial condit¡on of the franchisor adversely affects or

bond, guarantee, would adversely affect the ability of the franchisor to fulfill

capital infusion obligations under the franchise agreement. Yes Sloo

Paper

1 year from required,

North Dakota effective date CD optional

120 days from

Rhode lsland end of fiscal year CD only

Upon not¡fìcation by the

Yes commissioner.

Yes

On the thirt¡eth business day after

fil¡ng of the application or the last

amendment to the application or
at an earl¡er time ordered by the
d¡rector unless the applicant

requests postponement of
effect¡veness of the applicat¡on or
the director has made a good faith

effort to communicate why the
application does not meet the
requ¡rements of th¡s Act.

Escrow, fee

deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

capital infusion

Escrow, fee
deferral, surety
bond, guarantee,

capital ¡nfus¡on

lf the franch¡sor fails to demonstrate to the d¡rector the

franchisor's fìnancial ab¡l¡ty to fulfill its init¡al obl¡gat¡ons to

franchisees, the d¡rector may require an escrow offunds paid by

the franchisee or subfranchisor to the franchisor or ¡ts affil¡ate

until the franchisor performs its ¡n¡t¡al obl¡gations and the

franchisee has commenced operations. The director may allow No - 10

alternat¡ves to escrow. business days 5300

lf the franchisor is unable to demonstrate to the d¡rector the

franchisor's financial ability to fulfill its initial obligations to

franchisees, the d¡rector may require an escrow of funds paid by

the franch¡see to the franchisor or its affìl¡ate unt¡l the franchisor

performs its in¡tial obl¡gations and the franch¡see has commenced

operations- The d¡rector may âllow alternatives to escrow

depending upon the var¡ous facts presented on a case by cese

bas¡s. Yes 5150
1 year from

South Oakota effective date

Virginia

1 year from
effect¡ve date

Wash¡ngton

1 year from
effective date

Wisconsin

1 year from
effective dete

Preferred,
but not
required

Paper

required,
CD opt¡onal

Paper

required,
cD opt¡onal

No Upon receipt

Required No UDon receiPt.

Escrow, fee
deferral, guarantee,

Upon notification by the D¡vis¡on. capital infus¡on

15 days after f¡ling or fìl¡ng of last

amendment; wa¡ver of auto

effectiveness is routinely Escrow, fee

requested, in which case the deferral, surety

effect¡ve date ¡s determined by the bond, guarantee,

Adm¡nistrator. capital infusionYes

lf the frenchisor is ¡nsolvent in the sense that its l¡ab¡l¡ties exceed

its assets.

lf the Adm¡n¡strator determ¡nes ¡n the publ¡c interest

lf the div¡s¡on fìnds that the applicant has fâiled to demonstrate

that adequate financial arrangements have been made to fulfìfl

obl¡gations to provide real estate, improvements, equipment,

inventory, tra¡n¡ng or other ¡tems included in the offering and if

Escrow, surety bond the franchisee so requests.

52so

May be

considered
by legislature
in2o72 s100

s400



Apprruorx B

Exrn¡plo¡rs av Srnte

Exemption Cal. Haw. ilt. lnd. Md_ Mich. Minn. N.Y. N.D. R.t. S.D. Va.
Wash Wis.

Exemptions Based on F :anch isor's Gharacteristics
Laroe Franchisor X X X X X X X X X
Cooperative
Orqanizations

X X X X

Exemotions Based on the Nature of the Transaction or Franchise Svstem
Limited Offer Franchise X X X X
Fractional Franchise X X X X X X X X
Minimum Pavment X X X X X X X X
Laroe lnitial lnvestment X X X X
Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or
Amendment of
Franchise Aoreement

X X X X X X

Exemptions Based on Franchisee's Gharacteristics
Laige/Experienced/
Seasoned Franchisee

X X X X X X

lnsider Exemption X X X X X
Other Exemotions
Exemotion bv Order X X X X X X X X X
Leased Departments X X X X X
Securities X X
Sale bv Judicial Officer X X X X X X X
Bank as Franchisee X X X X X X X X X X
Bank Credit Card Plans X X
Petroleum Wholesaler X X X X X
Motor Vehicle Franchise X X X
Cable Telecomm. X
No Written Document X
Substantiallv Similar X
Sale by Current
Franchisee X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Exemption while
Application Pendinq

X X X

Outof-State Franchise X X X X X X X X X
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Exemption Gal. Haw. ilt. lnd. Md. Mich. Minn. N.Y. N.D. R.l. s.D. Va.
Wash Wis.

Sale to Current
Franchisee

X X X X X X X X X

EAST\45252065 4 B-2



Appeuo¡x G

Flut¡c ReeulnerueNTS FoR Exervlplot¡s

CnuroR¡rr

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

!f filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

tf
required,
there

filing
is
a

deadline for it?

Required
Fee? Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, Notice of
Exemption

No No Between July 1

and Dec. 31 of
year before
year for which
exemption will
be claimed.
May file within
same year but
effective date of
notice will be
filino date.

$450 initially
and $150 for
renewal

Registration and
some disclosure
(not required to
provide an FDD
but must provide
similar
information to
what is in an
FDD)

Cooperative Organization No N/A N/A N/A None Reqistration
Fractional Franchise Yes, Notice of

Exemption
No No Between July 1

and Dec. 31 of
year before
year for which
exemption will
be claimed.
May file within
same year but
effective date of
notice will be
filinq date.

$450 initially
and $150 for
renewal

Registration and
Disclosure

Minimum Payment No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Large Franchisee Yes, Notice of
Exemption

No No Between July 1

and Dec. 31 of
year before
year for which
exemption will
be claimed.
Mav file within

$450 initially
and $150 for
renewal

Registration and
Disclosure

c-lEAST\45252065.4



Exemption
Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

tf
required,
there

filing
is
a

deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

same year but
effective date of
notice will be
filinq date.

Experienced Franchisee Yes, Notice of
Exemption

No No Within 15 days
of the sale

$450 Registration and
Disclosure

lnsider Yes, Notice of
Exemption

No No Within 15 days
of the sale

$450 Registration and
Disclosure

Hewnr

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Exemption by Order Yes No No Prior to any
offer or sale

None Possibly
Registration and
Disclosure

lur¡rors

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Large Franchisor - $5 million Yes, letter to lL
Attorney General
explaining how the
requirements are
met, consent to
service of process
and certification paqe

Yes No, but the
review is
expedited

Prior to any
offer or sale

$500 initially
and $100 for
renewals

Registration

Larqe Franchisor - $15 million No N/A N/A N/A None Reoistration
Limited Offer See the Exemotion bv Order
Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and

Disclosure
EAST\45252065_4 c-2



Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Minimum Payment No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Laroe lnitial lnvestment See the Exemption bv Crder
Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Large/Experienced/ Seasoned
Franchisee

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration

lnsider No N/A N/A N/A None Reoistration
Exemption by Order Yes, letter describing

the basis for the
exemption,
certification page,
and a list showing all
lL franchise sales
since the most recent
FDD submitted with
the application

Yes No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration
(May be exempt
from disclosure if
specifically
excused from it
by the lL
Attorney
General)

l¡¡ore¡¡a

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Large Franchisor No (State will provide
a confirmation letter if
franchisor submits a
cover letter, financial
statements, FDD on
CD-ROM, and a $50
fee.)

N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Limited Offer No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Exemption by Order Yes, a letter
explaining why an
exemption by order
should be qranted

No No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration and
Disclosure
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MeRvln¡ro

Exemption
Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, notice of
exemption, consent
to service of process,
financial statements,
a representation that
the franchisor meets
the experience
requirement, and
franchisor must
agree to supply any
additional information
requested

Yes No At least 10
business days
before offer or
sale

$250 Registration

Minimum Pavment No N/A N/A N/A None Reoistration
Large lnitial lnvestment Yes, notice of

exemption, consent
to service of process,
and agree to supply
any additional
information
requested

Yes No At least 10
business days
before offer or
sale

$250 Registration

Exemption by Order Yes, a description of
the transaction or
class of franchises,
explain why an
exemption is
appropriate, and
agree to supply any
additional information
requested

Yes,
initially

but not No Securities
Commissioner
must be able to
review and
approve the
request, and
franchisor must
then file a
notice of
exemption at
least 10
business days
prior to offer or
sale

$250, but
paid only
after
exemption by
order
granted,
when notice
of exemption
is filed

Registration

c-4EAST\45252065 4



Mrcurca¡r

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Cooperative Organization No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Minimum Payment No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Mrruruesore

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

tf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Limited Offer Yes, written notice of
franchisor's intent to
offer or sell a
franchise pursuant to
this exemotion

No Yes, unless
requesting an
interpretive
opinion

10 business
days prior to the
sale

Yes, unless
requesting
an
interpretive
ooinion

Registration

Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Reoistration
Minimum Payment No N/A/ N/A N/A None Registration and

Disclosure
Large lnitial Investment Yes, must file

registration
application, including
financial statements
and the names and
contact information
for all franchisees in
MN

Yes, but many
disclosure items
are not required

Yes, unless
requesting an
interpretive
oprnron

N/A Yes, unless
requesting
an
interpretive
opinion

Some disclosure

Exemption by Order Yes, submit a letter
explaining why an
exemption by order
should be oranted

Depends on the
circumstances

No N/A $50 Registration

EAST\452520ó5 4 c-5



NEwYoRK

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee? Exempt from?

Large Franchisor - $5 million Yes, exemption
application and
consent to service of
process

No No Prior to offer or
sale

$1 50 Registration
(less stringent
disclosure
requirements
thouoh)

Large Franchisor - $15 million No N/A N/A N/A None Registration
(less stringent
disclosure
requirements
thouoh)

Limited Offer Possibly, the
franchisor either
needs to be
domiciled in NY or
file a consent to
service of orocess

No No Generally prior
to offer or sale,
but could be
filed after

None Registration

Fractional Franchise Yes, written
notification of the
specific
circumstances
surrounding the
fractional franchise
exemotion

No No Prior to offer or
sale

$150 Registration

NoRTx DAKoTA

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

tf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee? Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, notice of
exemption

No No, effective on
day payment
enters system
(may be a day
or so later)

Prior to offer or
sale

$1 00 Registration

Cooperative Organization Yes, governing board
of corporation must

No No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration
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Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

¡f filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

certify to the
securities
commissioner by
resolution that they
meet the conditions

Exemption by Order Yes, submit a letter
explaining why an
exemption by order
should be qranted

No No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration

Rnooe lsuruo

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

tf
required,
there

filing
is
a

deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, notice of
exemption

Yes No Prior to offer or
sale

$360 Registration

Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or Amendment of
Franchise Aoreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration

Experienced Franchisee No N/A N/A N/A None Reqistration
lnsider No N/A N/A N/A None Reqistration
Exemption by Order Yes, submit a letter

explaining why an
exemption by order
should be oranted

No No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration

Sourn Dexorn

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf
required,
effective
receipt?

filing
is ¡t
upon

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Minimum Payment No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Larqe lnitial lnvestment No N/A N/A N/A None Reoistration and
EAST\452s2065.4 c-7



Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Disclosure
Large/Experienced Franchisee No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and

Disclosure
lnsider No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and

Disclosure
Exemption by Order Yes, letter explaining

why an exemption by
order is warranted

No No Prior to offer or
sale

None Registration and
Disclosure

VIRCIHII

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receipt?

tf
required,
there

filing
is
a

deadline for it?

Required
Fee?

Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, notice of claim
of exemption,
financial statements
to prove compliance,
consent to service of
process, an
authorizing
resolution, a
statement agreeing
to supply any
additional information
reouested

Yes No At least 10
business days
prior to offer or
sale

$500 Registration

Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Extension, Renewal,
Modification or Amendment of
Franchise Aqreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration
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Wlsnr¡rcro¡¡

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

tf
required,
there

filing
is
a

deadline for it?

Required
Fee? Exempt from?

Large Franchisor Yes, must file a
notice that you are
claiming the
exemption which
must include audited
financial statements

No No, there is
some review
and an
acknowledgme
nt will be sent
saying that they
received the
filino

Prior to offer or
sale

$1 00 Registration

Minimum Pavment No N/A N/A N/A None Reqistration
Large/Experienced/ Seasoned
Franchisee

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration

lnsider No N/A N/A N/A None

Wlsco¡¡slN

Exemption Any Filing
Required?

lf filing
required, must
FDD be filed?

lf filing
required, is ¡t
effective upon
receiot?

lf filing
required, is
there a
deadline for it?

Required
Fee? Exempt from?

Cooperative Organization No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Fractional Franchise No N/A N/A N/A None Registration and
Disclosure

Minimum Pavment No N/A N/A N/A None Reqistration
Extension, Renewal,
Modification, or Amendment of
Franchise Aoreement

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration

Large/Experienced/Seaso ned
Franchisee

No N/A N/A N/A None Registration

Exemption by Order Yes, letter explaining
why an exemption by
order is warranted

No No Prior to offer or
sale

$200 Registration
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Appendix D

PROPOSED MODEL EXEMPTIONS

TEXT OF PROPOSED STATUTE GRANTTNG GENERAL AUTHORTTY TO EXEMPT [f
Requiredl

The [administrator] may, by regulation or order, and subject to any conditions [the administrator]
requires, exempt any offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise from any or all of the
provisions of [the subtitle] if the [administrator] finds that the requirement is not within the
purpose of [the subtitle] and not necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of prospective franchisees.

MODEL EXEMPTIONS

1. Fractional Franchise Exemption

(a) The registration and disclosure provisions of [the subtitle] shall not apply to any
offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise that satisfies the following criteria when the
relationship is created:

(i) The franchisee, any of the franchisee's current directors or officers, or any
current directors or officers of an affiliate, has more than 2years of experience in the same type
of business; and

(ii) The parties have a reasonable basis to anticipate that the sales arising
from the relationship will not exceed 20% of the franchisee's total dollar volume in sales during
the first year of operation.

(b) The exemption set forth in $1(a) of this (regulation)(statute) may be claimed only
if the franchisor:

(i) Files a Notice of Exemption in the form prescribed by the [administrator]
not less than 14 calendar days before the offer or sale of any franchise in this State subject to
this exemption;

(ii) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator] as the
franchisor's agent to receive process in this state; and

(iii) Pays the fee provided under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption.

(c) When interpreting the phrase "same type of business" contained in $1(a)(i), the
required experience may be in the same business selling competitive goods or services, or in a
business that a consumer would reasonably expect to sell the type of goods or services to be
distributed under the franchise.

(d) ln determining whether a "reasonable basis" exists to anticipate sales volume
sufficient to qualify for the exemption, the [administrator] will consider whether both parties are
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capable of demonstrating that the franchisee can derive 80% of its total dollar volume in sales
independent of the franchise relationship.

(e) By filing a Notice of Exemption under $1(b) of this (regulation)(statute), the
franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that the

[administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

2. Experienced Franchisor Exemption

(a) The registration provisions of S _ of [the subtitle] shall not apply to any
offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise when and for as long as the franchisor meets all

of the following requirements:

(i) The franchisor has shareholders,' members' or partners' equity of not less
than:

(1) $10,000,000 on a consolidated basis, according to the franchisor's
audited financial statements for the immediately preceding fiscal year; or

(2) $1,000,000, according to the franchisor's financial statements for
the immediately preceding fiscal year which may be audited or unaudited, and the franchisor is

at least 80 percent owned directly or indirectly by a corporation or entity that has a

shareholders,' members' or partners' equity, on a consolidated basis, according to the entity's
audited financial statements for the immediately preceding fiscal year, of not less than

$10,000,000, and the 80 percent owner absolutely and unconditionally guarantees to assume
the duties and obligations of the franchisor under the franchise agreement (the "80 Percent
Owner"); and

(3) ln either case, the audited financial statements shall be
accompanied by an auditor's standard report that contains an unqualified opinion within the
meaning of Statement on Auditing Standards No. 79 issued by The American lnstitute of
Certified Public Accountants and codified at AU 5508.07-08, as the same may be amended
from time to time (or the equivalent provision of standards of the applicable governing body for
accounting principles that are permitted for use by the Securities and Exchange Commission);

(i¡) The franchisor or the 80 Percent Owner of the franchisor had at all times
during the 5-year period immediately preceding the offer or sale at least 25 operating
franchisees conducting substantially the same business as the franchise being offered, each of
which was in operation for at least 24 months;

(iii) During the 1O-year period immediately preceding the offer or sale, neither
the franchisor, a predecessor, an affiliate who induces franchise sales by promising to back the
franchisor financially or othenruise guarantees the franchisor's performance, an affiliate who
offers franchises under the franchisor's principal trademark nor any of the franchisor's directors,
trustees, general partners, principal officers or other individuals who will have management
responsibility relating to the sale or operation of franchises was convicted of or pleaded nolo
contendere to a felony charge; and

(iv) Neither the franchisor, a predecessor, or an affiliate who induces
franchise sales by promising to back the franchisor financially or othenruise guarantees the
franchisor's performance, an affiliate who offers franchises under the franchisor's principal
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trademark nor any of the franchisor's directors, trustees, general partners, principal officers or
other individuals who will have management responsibility relating to the sale or operation of
franchises is:

(1) subject to any currently effective order of the Securities and
Exchange Commission or the securities administrator of any state denying registration to or
revoking or suspending the registration of the person as a securities broker or dealer or
investment advisor or is subject to any currently effective order of any national securities
association or national securities exchange (as defined in the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934) suspending or expelling the person from membership in the association or exchange; or

(2) subject to a currently effective injunctive or restrictive order,
decree or judgment issued during the 1O-year period immediately preceding the offer or sale
resulting from a pending or concluded action brought by any federal or state public agency or
department and relating to the franchise or to a Federal, State, or Canadian franchise,
securities, antitrust, trade regulation, or trade practice law.

(b) the exemption set forth in S2(a) of this (regulation)(statute) may be claimed only if
the franchisor:

(i)' Files a Notice of Exemption in the form prescribed by the [administrator]
not less than 14 calendar days before the offer or sale of any franchise in this State subject to
this exemption;

(ii) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator] as the
franchisor's agent to receive process in this state;

(¡ii) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption;

(¡v) Submits financial statements demonstrating compliance with the
conditions set forth in $2(a)(i) of this (regulation)(statute);

(v) Submits a written certification that the franchisor meets all of the
conditions set forth in $2 (a)(ii) - (iv) of this (regulation)(statute); and

(vi) Files with the [administrator], in the format the [administrator] shall
specify, one copy of the franchisor's current franchise disclosure document prepared under the
Federal Trade Commission Franchise Rule, 16 C.F.R. Part 436 (the "FTC Franchise Rule") or
the Franchise Registration and Disclosure law of another state.

(c) By filing a Notice of Exemption under $2(a) of this (regulation) (statute), the
franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that the

[administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

(d) The [administrator] may, by order or written notice, summarily deny, suspend, or
revoke an exemption claimed under this (regulation) (statute) or condition the exemption on
additional requirements if, in the [administrator]'s discretion, granting the exemption does not
serve the public interest or adequately protect prospective franchisees. The [administrator]'s
summary denial, suspension or revocation of an exemption under $2(d) of this (regulation)
(statute) does not act to summarily deny, suspend, or revoke a franchisor's registration filed
under S_ of [the subtitle].
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(e) The Notice of Exemption filed under $2(b) of this (regulation) (statute) shall
expire after a period of one year. lf the franchisor intends to offer or sell under this exemption for
additional one year periods, the franchisor shall file a Notice of Exemption and all other
documents required under S2(b), and pay the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an
exemption, not less than 14 calendar days before the expiration of each previously filed Notice
of Exemption.

3. Sophisticated Purchaser Exemptions

(a) Existing Franchisee

(i) The registration provisions of S _ of [the subtitle] shall not apply to
any offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise that meets all of the following requirements:

(1) The offer or sale is of an additional franchise (i) to an existing
franchisee of the same franchisor, or (ii) to an entity of which one or more of its officers,
directors, managing agents or owners has at least a 50 percent interest in an existing franchisee
of the same franchisor;

(2) For twenty-four (24) months or more the franchisee, or an officer,
director, managing agent or owner with at least a 50 percent interest in the franchisee, has been
engaged in a business offering products or services substantially similar to those to be offered
by the franchise being sold;

(3) The existing franchisee purchases the franchise from the
franchisor in order to operate the business and not for the purpose of resale;

(4) The first sale to the existing franchisee was lawful at the time of
the sale; and

(5) The sale under this exemption involves the execution of a
franchise agreement that is substantially similar to the first franchise agreement between the
franchisor and the existing franchisee.

(¡i) The exemption set forth in S3(aXi) of this (regulation)(statute) may be
claimed only if the franchisor:

(1) Reports the sale to the [administrator] on the Notice of Exemption
in the form prescribed by the [administrator]within 14 calendar days following the sale;

(2) Obtains from the prospective franchisee a signed
acknowledgement verifying the grounds for the exemption;

(3) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator]
as the franchisor's agent to receive process in this state;

(4) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption;
and
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(5) Delivers to the prospective franchisee at least 14 calendar days
before the sale of the franchise a Franchise Disclosure Document prepared under the FTC
Franchise Rule or the Franchise Registration and Disclosure law of another state.

(iii) The exemption set forth in S3(aXi) of this (regulation)(statute) applies only
to the registration provisions, and not the disclosure provisions, of the [subtitle].

(iv) By filing a Notice of Exemption under S3(aXii) of this (regulation) (statute),
the franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that
the [administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

(b) Franchisor lnsider

(i) The registration and disclosure provisions of S _ of [the subtitle]
shall not apply to any offer, sale, including transfer, of a franchise that meets all of the following
requirements:

(f) The offer, sale, or other transfer is made to one or more
purchasers having at least a 50o/o ownership interest in the franchise who, within 60 days of the
sale, has been, for at least two years, (i) an officer, director, general partner, individual with
management responsibility for the offer and sale or the operation of the franchisor's franchises;
or (ii) an owner of at least a 25o/o interest in the franchisor; and

(2) The purchase of the franchise is in order to operate the business
and not for the purpose of resale.

(¡i) The exemption set forth in S3(bXi) of this (regulation)(statute) may be
claimed only if the franchisor:

(1) Reports the sale to the [administrator] on the Notice of Exemption
form required by the [administrator] within 14 calendar days following the sale;

(2) Obtains from the prospective franchisee a signed
acknowledgement verifying the grounds for the exemption;

(3) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator]
as the franchisor's agent to receive process in this state; and

(4) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption.

(iii) The exemption set forth in S3(bXi) of this (regulation)(statute) applies to
both the registration and disclosure provisions of [the subtitle].

(iv) By filing a Notice of Exemption under S3(bxii) of this (regulation) (statute),
the franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that
the [administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

(c) SophisticatedFranchisee(Accreditedlnvestor)

(i) The registration provisions of S _ of [the subtitle] shall not apply to
any offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise that meets all of the following requirements:
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(1) Each and every purchaser of the franchise is one of the following:

a. A High Net Worth lndividual, defined as a person whose
net worth, or joint net worth with that person's spouse, exceeds three million dollars
($3,000,000) at the time of his or her purchase of the franchise, excluding the value of that
person's personal residence, any and all retirement or pension plan accounts or benefits, home
furnishings, and automobiles;

b. A High lncome lndividual, defined as a person whose
gross income exceeds five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) per year in each of the two
most recent years, or whose joint gross income with that person's spouse exceeds seven
hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) per year in each of those years, and who reasonably
expects to reach the same income level in the year following the purchase of the franchise;

c. Any entity with shareholders,' members' or partners' equity
exceeding five million dollars ($5,000,000) according to its most recent financial statements and
which has been in business for not less than five (5) years prior to the sale;

d. A trust with total assets exceeding five million dollars
($5,000,000) according to its most recent financial statements and which has been in business
for not less than five (5) years prior to the sale; or

e. Any other entity or a trust in which all of the equity owners
are High Net Worth lndividuals or High lncome lndividuals;

(2) The prospective franchisee is represented by legal counsel in the
transaction; and

(3) The franchisor reasonably believes immediately before making the
offer or sale that the prospective franchisee, either alone or with the prospective franchisee's
representative, has sufficient knowledge and experience in the type of business operated under
the franchise such that the prospective franchisee is capable of evaluating the merits and risks
of the prospective franchise investment.

(i¡) The financial statements of the prospective franchisee set forth in
S3(cXiXlXc) and S3(cXiX1)(d) of this (regulation)(statute) shall be:

(1) As of date not more than 90 calendar days prior to the earlier of
either (i) the date on which the prospective purchaser signs any binding franchise or other
agreement with the franchisor in connection with the sale of the franchise, or (ii) the date on
which the franchisor receives any consideration from the prospective purchaser in connection
with the sale of the franchise; and

(2) Prepared under United States generally accepted accounting
principles.

(i¡¡) The exemption set forth in S3(cXi) of this (regulation)(statute) may be
claimed only if the franchisor:
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(1) Reports the sale to the [administrator] on the Notice of Exemption
in the form prescribed by the [administrator] within 14 calendar days following the sale;

(2) Obtains from the prospective franchisee a signed certification
verifying the grounds for the exemption;

(3) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator]
as the franchisor's agent to receive process in this state;

(4) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption;
and

(5) Delivers to the prospective franchisee at least 14 calendar days
before the sale a Franchise Disclosure Document prepared under the FTC Franchise Rule or
the Franchise Registration and Disclosure law of another state.

(iv) The exemption set forth in S3(cXi) of this (regulation)(statute) applies only
to the registration provisions, and not the disclosure provisions, of [the subtitle].

(v) By filing a Notice of Exemption under S3(cXi) of this (regulation) (statute),
the franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that
the [administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

(d) Substantial lnvestment

(i) The registration provisions of S _ of the [subtitle] shall not apply to
any offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise that meets all of the following requirements:

(1) The offer or sale is of a single unit franchise in which the actual
minimum initial investment is in excess of two million dollars ($2,000,000) and does not exceed
20o/o of the franchisee's net worth, excluding the franchisee's principal residence, furnishings
and automobiles for personal use;

(2) The prospective franchisee is represented by legal counsel in the
transaction; and

(3) The franchisor reasonably believes immediately before making the
offer or sale that the prospective franchisee, either alone or with the prospective franchisee's
representative, has sufficient knowledge and experience in the type of business operated under
the franchise such that the prospective franchisee is capable of evaluating the merits and risks
of the prospective franchise investment.

(ii) The exemption set forth in S3(dXi) of this (regulation)(statute) may be
claimed only if the franchisor:

(1) Reports the sale to the state [administrator] on the Notice of
Exemption in the form prescribed by the [administrator] within 14 calendar days following the
sale;

(2) Obtains from the prospective franchisee a signed certification
verifying the grounds for the exemption;
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(3) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the [administrator]
as the franchisor's agent to receive process in this state;

(4) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption;
and

(5) Delivers to the prospective franchisee at least 14 calendar days
before the sale a Franchise Disclosure Document prepared under the FTC Franchise Rule or
the Franchise Registration and Disclosure law of another state.

(ii¡) The exemption set forth in S3(dXi) of this (regulation)(statute) applies only
to the registration provisions, and not the disclosure provisions, of [the subtitle].

(iv) By filing a Notice of Exemption under S3(dXi) of this (regulation) (statute),
the franchisor agrees to supply any additional information related to the franchise offering that
the [administrator] may from time to time reasonably request.

4. Discretionary Exemption

(a) The [registration, or registration and disclosure] provisions of S _ of [the
subtitlel shall not apply to any offer or sale, including transfer, of a franchise when [the
administratorl, by order or written notice, finds that the offer sale, or other transfer is not one
within the purpose of [the subtitle], and that registration of that offer, sale or other transfer is not
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of prospective investors;

(b) The exemption set forth in $4 of this (regulation)(statute) may be claimed only if
the franchisor:

(i) Prior to the filing of a Notice of Exemption, has made a written request to
[administrator] with a proposed order of exemption setting forth the basis for the exemption in
the form the [administrator] requires, which proposed order of exemption the [administrator]
accepts;

(ii) Submits a copy of the [administrator's] signed order of exemption;

(ii¡) Files a Notice of Exemption in the form prescribed by the [administrator]
not less than 14 calendar days before the offer or sale of any franchise in this State subject to
this exemption;

(iv) Files a Consent to Service of Process naming the administrator as the
franchisor's agent to receive process in this state;

(v) Pays the fee required under this [subtitle] for filing an exemption; and

(vi) lf required under the Order of Exemption, files with the [administrator], in
the format the [administrator] shall specify, one copy of the franchisor's current franchise
disclosure document prepared under the FTC Franchise Rule or the Franchise Registration and
Disclosure law of another state.
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ANNE CONNELLY

Ms. Connelly has been with the lllinois Attorney General's Office for over 28 years

beginning as a ConsumerAdvocate in 1983 and transferring to the Franchise Bureau in 1984.

Her duties with the Franchise Bureau include the review of franchise registration and exemption

filings, assisting the Bureau Chief with enforcement actions and assisting in training new

employees to the Bureau. Ms. Connelly received both her Bachelor and Master of Arts degrees

in Political Science and Public Administration from Eastern lllinois University. Prior to receiving

her Master's Degree, she was a high school social studies teacher.
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PATRIGK J. MASLYN

Patrick Maslyn is the Founder of Maslyn Law PLC. Maslyn Law PLC focuses primarily
on providing franchise businesses with experienced and cost-effective legal advice. Mr. Maslyn
provides counseling to franchisors in all facets of operating and structuring their franchise
systems. ln particular, he drafts franchise and development agreements and franchise
disclosure documents and manages state registration and exemptions, as needed. He also
assists franchisors with the negotiation and memorialization of vendor supply agreements and
with system compliance issues and the enforcement of franchisee obligations. ln 2007, Mr.

Maslyn successfully lobbied the Virginia legislature, and served as lead legislation draftsman,
for an amendment to the Virginia Retail Franchising Act which provided for exemptions from
franchise registration and the escrow and deferral of franchise fees for "insolvent" franchisors.

Mr. Maslyn has served as Chair of the Virginia State Bar's Antitrust, Franchise and
Trade Regulation Section. He served on the lnternational Franchise Association's (lFA) Legal
Symposium Task Force in 2005 and 2006. ln 2007, Mr. Maslyn co-presented a paper on

Contractual and Busrness Aspecfs of Structuring Supplier Agreements at the American Bar
Association 30th Annual Forum on Franchising. He was a also speaker and moderator on the
Best Practices for Handling Default and Termination for Established Franchisors at the IFA's
2007 Annual Convention. Mr. Maslyn co-presented a paper on Franchise Agreement Drafting
at the 2005 IFA Legal Symposium. He has also served as a faculty member for a joint CLE
program of the Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia bar associations entitled
lJnderstanding and Negotiating a Franchise Agreement. Mr. Maslyn has published articles on

franchising in Franchising World magazine and the New York Law Journal.

Mr. Maslyn received his law degree in 1997 from The George Washington University
Law School and he received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Miami University in 1992 with a
double major in Diplomacy & Foreign Affairs and Economics. He is a member of the Virginia
and Washington, D.C. bars.



TIMOTHY O'BRIEN

Tim O'Brien is the Chief Securities and Franchise Examiner with the Virginia State
Corporation Commission's Division of Securities and Retail Franchising. He is responsible for
administration of and compliance with the Virginia Retail Franchising Act and the Virginia.
Securities Act. He began his career with the Securities Division over twenty years ago. From
2000-2006, he was employed as a Senior Public Finance Analyst with the Virginia Department
of the Treasury and served as staff to the Virginia Public Building Authority, the Virginia College
Building Authority and the Debt Capacity Advisory Committee. He returned to the Securities
Division in 2006, and was named Chief Examiner in 2008. Tim received his B.B.A. from James
Madison University in 1987.
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DENNIS E. WIECZOREK

Dennis E. Wieczorek is a partner with the law firm of DLA Piper US LLP. He is Chair of
the Franchise and Distribution practice group at DLA Piper. He has concentrated in U.S. and
international franchising, licensing, antitrust and distribution law matters for more than 30 years.
He holds a law degree from Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, and a bachelors degree
from Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri. He is Past Chair of the American Bar
Association Forum on Franchising. He serves as general counsel to the lnternational Franchise
Association.

Dennis has written extensively for franchise and other legal and business publications,
including the Franchise Law Journal and the Franchise Lawyer (both published by the ABA
Forum on Franchising), and has contributed materials to various programs of the lnternational
Franchise Association. He is a co-author of "Annual Franchise and Distribution Law
Developments 2002" (ABA Press) and "Franchising: A Planning and Sales Compliance Guide"
(Commerce Clearing House) and a contributing author of "Fundamentals of Franchising" and
"Franchise Desk Book" (both published byABA Press). From 1990, he has been a memberof
the Advisory Committee to the North American Securities Administrators Association Franchise
and Business Opportunities Project Group. From 1993 to 2006, he was Chair of the Advisory
Committee.

Dennis has spoken at numerous seminars and symposia for lawyers, executives,
accountants and government regulators, including the Annual Forum of the ABA Forum on
Franchising and the lnternational Franchise Association Annual Legal Symposium. He has
been selected for inclusion in the publication "An lnternational Who's Who of Franchise
Lawyers." He also has been selected as an lllinois Super Lawyer and has been included in the
publication "The Best Lawyers in America." He was ranked by Chambers USA as one of
several lawyers in the top tier of franchise practitioners.
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